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INTRODUCTION
The Conference on "The Impact of Israel on American Jewry—20
Years Later" was held April 23, 1968 at the Carnegie Endowment International Center in New York.
This symposium, sponsored by the American Histadrut Cultural
Exchange Institute, was truly a "first." The impact of Israel has been discussed often since the inception of the State, but generally on an
institutional level, by Zionists and various pro-Israel organizations. Panelists for this conference were chosen a persona, without regard to
institutional affiliations. The response was immediate; each of the invitees accepted.
Some of the panelists have definite institutional affiliations, but they
spoke their private minds. The panels included personalities from each
of the three Jewish religious denominations—Conservative, Orthodox,
Reform; a proponent of the Yiddish secular wing; a sociologist; and
two eminent scholars who have no affiliations at all with the prevalent
Jewish ideologies or agencies. The selective audience represented a parallel cross-section of American Jewish opinion. Professor Abraham Joshua
Heschel, who was to have closed the symposium, was unable to attend
and, at his request, Elie Wiesel, the distinguished author, agreed to make
the closing remarks.
Chairmen of the panels were: first session — Mrs. Rose Kaufman,
National President of Pioneer Women; second session — Rabbi Richard
G. Hirsch, Director, Religious Action Center of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations. Questions addressed to the panelists are included
in this brochure.
Members of the Planning Committee were: Jacob Katzman, National
Secretary, Farband — the Labor Zionist Order; Rabbi Wolfe Kelman,
Executive Vice President, Rabbinical Assembly; Daniel Mann, Executive Director, Labor Zionist Organization of America; Dr. Judd L. Teller,
Executive Vice-Chairman, American Histadrut Cultural Exchange Institute; Rabbi Saul Teplitz, Cong. Sons of Israel, New York; and Rabbi
Mordecai Waxman, Chairman of the National Council, AHCEI.
Mr. Ari Ariely of the Institute staff was responsible for taping the
proceedings and assisted in the organization of the conference. Helen
Atkin was responsible for the preparation of this volume for publication.
As copy editor and editorial assistant, she wrote the captions, was involved in the layout and did all the proofreading.
JUDD L. TELLER, Conference Director

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED
TO PANELISTS
I) ON THE SYNAGOGUE AND THE CLERGY
1. What has been Israel's impact on the synagogue in America? Has the
traumatic crisis of the spring of 1967 in any way altered your appraisal
of Israel's significance for American Jewry?
2. If the turn of events had been different in June, what might have
been the impact on Jewry?
3. Do you concur in the opinion that the failure of American rabbis to
stress the significance of Israel in their many interfaith dialogues is
to blame for the slow response of the Christian clergy to Israel's
appeals last spring?
4. What should be the relationship, from the theological and pragmatic
perspectives, between Israel and American Jewry?

II) ON ZIONISM
1. Does Zionism require a redefinition and, if your answer is in the
affirmative, what would be the place of personal commitment in this
definition? Many regard America as different, not a Golah. Has your
thinking on this subject been affected or altered by such developments as Negro anti-Semitism and New Left politics?
2. In what way is a Zionist distinct from a non-Zionist supporter of
Israel, and how was this expressed during the crisis last spring (1967) ?
3. Do you think the Zionist movement has given a good account of itself
in the 20 years since the establishment of Israel?

Ill
1. Has Israel been a factor in your personal Weltanschauung and has
the latter been affected by the events of last spring?
2. In your opinion, can Israel perform the functions of a spiritual center
for Jewry?
3. Do you believe in the continued viability of Yiddish culture as an
instrument for Jewish survival?

RABBI IRVING GREENBERG
On the overt level, the effect of the events of June 1967 on the
synagogue has been extremely limited. During the actual crisis the
synagogue became more vital. It served a real life function: it was a
place where Jews could gather to raise funds and to rally support for
Israel. For the moment the synagogue developed new health and
vitality as people concentrated on real life situations instead of the relatively artificial, if not petty, problems that all too often dominate synagogue life in normal times.
During the actual crisis, at least for some people, prayer became more
real and heartfelt. More people turned up to pray. More important,
there was a genuine fervor in the prayers. I am reminded of Psalm 94
(normally said as the Psalm for Wednesday) which was read on successive Sabbaths in our synagogue. The Psalm read as an almost journalistic description of the U.N. sessions then going on and of the general
confrontation of Israel and the world. The Psalm inspired a degree of
fervor then that is simply absent in regular weekly prayer.
It must be said that these short run effects are pretty much over.
However, it is my intuition that the true impact of the events of the
Six-Day War has been on the unconscious levels of Jewish psyche and
imagination. Moreover, the State of Israel itself has asserted a new centrality in the minds and hearts of Jews. This subterranean level is
ultimately the decisive force of religious development and concern. All
great experiences take time to be translated onto the overt level of institutional practice and formal ritual. But we can look forward to this
expression in the years to come.
Judaism has lived by and in light of the major historical events of
Jewish history. Judaism can be seen as the Jewish response to the his-

torical experiences of the people. The Exodus experience with its message of freedom, human dignity and God's concern for man became the
archetypal pattern which is lived out by the Jew in his personal life, in
his behavior to others and in the values and structures of his society. In
the same way, the conclusions indicated by the existence of the State of
Israel will undoubtedly come to the fore in Jewish religious life. I
stress the existence of the state — and not merely the victory in June
1967. The year 1967 was one of those rare generosities of history whereby we were given a second chance to take the rebirth seriously. The
establishment of the state in 1948 had little overt impact considering
the momentousness of the event. By the grace of God, we now have a
second opportunity to draw the conclusions for our lives.

"Chosen People" Idea*
One major implication of the June crisis which will not be lost on
Jews is the new 'empirical' confirmation of the traditional view that
Jews are chosen — that is, that they are a singled out people. Jews are
in some inescapable way alone as a result of this choice. It is my conviction that in the long run few Jews have remained Jewish permanently
without some acceptance of this idea, be it justified by religious or
secular rationales. The least 'religious' or 'mystical' explanation for the
reality of aloneness of June would be to assert that the Jew is singled
out. How else explain the unanimity of the political reality at the U.N.,
the silence of Christianity and the practical American response? Greater
Jewish acceptance of their election and greater Jewish realism in protecting Jewish rights and concerns will undoubtedly flow from this
event.
One of the victims of this shift, I hope, will be the idolatry of universal idealism which often obscures Jewish capacity to protect the
legitimate rights of particular groups — most of all, of Jews. It is true
that some Jewish garment manufacturers who sought to organize a boycott of French products after De Gaulle compounded his betrayal of
Israel with an anti-Semitic press conference could only explain their
action as motivated by De Gaulle's past insults of Americal But the
force of Jewish reaction is moving in a different direction. The stationery of Hadassah has only two symbols on it. One is the shield of the
United Nations. The idolatry of the United Nations in Jewish circles
was a perfect expression of the American Jewish hangup. It is a healthy
and survivalist contribution that Jews have been taught the limits of
this "universalist idolatry." It was equally survivalist to brush aside
*A11 subheads in this book are ours.—EDITOR

oppressive, stereotyped conceptions of United States loyalty as ruling out
particularist Jewish concerns. The inaction of the American Jewish
community during the days of the Holocaust was in major part due to
the fear of being identified as a particular group with special needs.
The same sort of pressure operated in the American insistence on an
Israeli pullback from Suez in 1956. It is a remarkable demonstration of
fundamental health that this time the American Jewish community did
not hold back nor fear that it would be tarred as disloyal by the universalis! American standard. There is little doubt in my mind that the
community would have stood up to our own government had it sought
to prevent the necessary actions of support for Israel. (Perhaps it is a
last legacy from Martin Luther King that we now feel free to stand up
to our government and demand the legitimate needs of our own group —
and thereby widen the true span of democracy and patriotism.) As the
acceptance of chosenness meshes with the reality that Jews are and will
be more exposed than others, the capacity for specific demands as Jews,
not just as Americans, and for realistic moral analysis will grow. This
can only lead to a genuine deepening of Jewish loyalty and commitment.

Prophetic

Dimension

Another effect of the days of June was a new confrontation with
prophetic dimensions of Jewish existence. I refer not merely to the
social justice claims of the prophets. I specifically mean to stress the
prophetic insistence that in some sense Jews are marked people in history, that their survival and restoration to the land of Israel testifies to
some overwhelming theological and human phenomenon. We are heirs
to commitments and long term projections of human destiny with which
we must wrestle as Jews. Ultimately this should show up in the synagogue and the services. In the meantime, it only proves that theology
is being written and made outside the official precincts of the divine.
The reality of the state, almost lost and remarkably restored to us
intact, also is going to intensify Jewish awareness that we are living
through the end of "Golus Judaism." The major focus is shifting from
the dignity of powerlessness and the significance of spirit to the dilemmas of power. I do not agree with Richard Rubenstein* that Jews will
have to give up the brotherhood ideals of the prophets in the course of
this shift. In the classic Jewish tradition there was a dialectic between
"lo bahayil v'lo bakoah" — that power is not ultimate — and the uses
and moral effectiveness of strength used properly for good ends. In the
helplessness of the diaspora existence, the religious equilibrium was
•Conservative rabbi, author of "After Auschwitz."

knocked askew. The primary concern became to give dignity and moral
significance to passivity, powerlessness and internal freedom. The restoration of power need not — should not — involve a new idolatry of power.
Rather, if we are faithful to a new healthy condition, Jews can strike
a morally significant balance in the relationship of ideals and means.
Religion and morality will again focus on the legitimate and illegitimate
uses of power. The dilemmas of force, the legitimacy of counter-terror
or retaliatory action, the question of holding conquered lands, moral
and human obligations toward citizens will come to the fore. One thing
we have seen in modern times is that the difference between morality
and immorality is not simply the distinction between power and powerlessness. The critical question is the discipline and use of the state we
are in. Of course, the traditional prayer book is overwhelmingly attuned
to the state of powerlessness as is traditional preaching and teaching.
The modern revisions of the prayer book in America, if anything, are
even more unbalanced in the attitude toward force. They seem to be
cases of exaggerated humanist, genteel idealism with an instinctive
underestimation of the uses of force and of the moral ambiguity of all
of life. Therefore, I think we can look forward to the prospect of both
prayers and teaching turning in the direction of the uses of power by
men. If Judaism does not simply identify with the state or give up its
prophetic ideals, it may succeed in legitimating and purifying the role
of force in society. This basic equilibrium is a matter of the greatest
concern to all nations, and a constructive solution that is truly dialectical
could serve as a significant model for the international community.

Issue of Secularity
The new centrality of Israel is also likely to give a great boost to the
centrality of secularization as the religious enterprise of our time. I need
not rehash the work of men like Harvey Cox. It is fashionable in Jewish
liberal religious circles to argue that Judaism has been properly secularist oriented all along. (It is true that Cox borrows many of his
religious images for this enterprise from Hebrew Scriptures.) However,
it is a fact that traditional Jewish religion has tended to become ascetic
and disengaged in recent centuries. And the liberal American movements have had strong clericalizing and synagogue centralizing tendencies. The state of course will demand and elicit basic religious concern with the actual needs of society. This will tend to make the synagogue somewhat irrelevant since it is not where the action of society
is. (The centrality of the synagogue insofar as it persists in this country
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will be testimony to the marginal status and influence of Jews in the
mainstream of American life.) The new emphasis on Israel should
dramatize that the central religious concern is the construction of society and the rehabilitation of human beings. This should lead to a
new more appropriate emphasis by religious people on healing and
hospital rather than on opposition to autopsies. Perhaps Israeli Orthodoxy will move away from the drive for ritual establishment to involvement in the life and social concerns of the nation. This must lead to
new concerns in prayer and study. (It is interesting to note that the
traditional geshem (rain) prayers constitute essentially a religious identification with the economic needs of society in a culture where agriculture was the key economic source of livelihood. The equivalent today
would be prayers for successful export trade or a fast day regarding
widespread unemployment.

Effect of Land on Religious

Concepts

Another effect of life in Israel on the faith of Israel may well be
specific to Jews living in the land. It is the revival of the space dimension of holiness in Judaism. During its relatively disembodied
existence in the diaspora the Jewish people has pretty much lived in
the dimension of time. Abraham Heschel has written an extraordinary,
subtle and beautiful portrayal of the Sabbath as a study in the holiness
of time. We have forgotten — and as modern culture denizens are unsympathetic to — the holiness of specific space. If anything, such concepts are suspect for their association with blood and soil. Yet physical
roots and the sense of organic existence on the land does affect human
perception and the psyche of those dwelling on the land. There is little
doubt then that this awareness is in for a significant revival in Israel.
The obvious example of this is the cult of the Wall. But I refer simply
to the historical and existential concerns which seem to grow out of the
sense of rootedness. It may not be logically or rationally justified, but
perhaps this says more about the thinness of a religious life located only
in personal time and/or the synagogue. It may well be that the revival
of this religious concern will lessen the things in common of Israel and
the diaspora. At the least, it is likely to lead to an Israeli religious tone
more nationalistic and particularistic than the universal focus which
suffuses Judaism in the exile.
I have stressed the religious effects of the impact of Israel. I think
that one should also take note of the extraordinary response of Jews
to the needs of the state during the crisis. It suggests that Israel is
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deeper in the Jewish psyche than had been recognized. This points to
a strategy of making Israel central in religious and Jewish educational
life — if only because thereby we can tap strong loyalties and deep feelings. The crisis response proves also that the Holocaust is burned more
deeply into the minds and hearts of our Jews than we can possibly
imagine. There is little doubt in my mind that much of the worldwide
Jewish response was based on the conviction that Auschwitz must not
happen again. T o this one might add the general feeling that Jews in
the diaspora may yet need a place to go to if this threat looms over them
again. Finally it dramatized the old Cabalistic idea that there is a
spark in the soul of every Jew waiting to be fanned into a flame of
devotion and commitment. Considering the great number of people
formerly alienated who found themselves reacting out of the depths of
their souls, it may be that this idea is empirically confirmed in ways
that our modern theologies never have attained.

Covenant

of Israel at Stake

Of course, we are not God. One cannot decree what would have
happened if Israel had been defeated. Yet it must be said that it is
doubtful that the Jewish people could have survived another genocide.
For one, the biological reserves of the Jews are too low to survive another annihilation on the heels of the European Holocaust. It is not yet
settled that Jewry will survive European destruction. Eichmann's boast
that he had insured the death of the Jews without finishing the job,
because he had destroyed the vital center of Jewry, is far from disproved
at this point.
If the people of Israel die, then there can be no covenant of Israel
either. There is Elie Wiesel's comment on the covenant of the last
millennia. When the Torah was threatened, the Jews fought. When the
Jews were threatened, then God fought. Only this time in Europe, He
failed to do His task. If this is true, then the failure to come through in
June would have been an even more decisive destruction of the covenant.
(When we heard the news of the outbreak of the war, a layman asked
me: what will we do if we lose? My answer was: you will find a sign
outside our synagogue that we are closed.) I suspect that there would
have been a major breakdown of the capacity to be religious and certainly of the capacity to be Jewish in this civilization. Of course, these
claims must be stated cautiously. After all there was a massive nonresponse to the Holocaust and to the birth of the state. Possibly business as usual would have gone on in the community even in a second
12

catastrophe. But there would have been a significant and major protest — a kind of sit-in against God and the Jewish tradition.

Christian-Jewish

Dialogue

It is true that before the Six-Day War there was little, if any, interchange in dialogue in reference to the existence and significance of the
State of Israel. In its first stage thus far, the Jewish-Christian dialogue
has been for the most part defense agency oriented. It has been official
and significantly apologetic in tone. There has been a lack of candor
and openness between the groups and a fear of raising issues which
divide us or challenge fundamental assertions. The rebirth of the State
of Israel is a challenge to certain Christian views which have not been
repudiated by significant portions of the Christian community and
leadership. Among such claims are: the Jews are permanently punished
for rejecting Jesus; that Hebrew prophecy now applies to the "new
Israel," i.e. the Christian church; that the prophecies will be fulfilled
in an allegorical sense and not in the biological people of Israel in
political-literal fashion; that the Jew is in some sense cursed or rejected
by God.
On the Jewish side, there was a fear of stressing Israel lest the dual
loyalty issue would be raised. Then too, there was the Jewish conformity to Christian notions of spirituality which take the form of an
emphasis on formally sacred or theological matters rather than such
"secular" concerns as peoplehood, land and government. Under the
circumstances, it is not surprising that Christians did not appreciate
the significance of Israel to Jews.
Of course, other factors also operated in this situation. T o fully
respond to the state, Christians must overcome the residual hangup, i.e.
the problem of religion in the real world, the ambiguities of trying to
build just societies, where political deals and all too human politicals
are inextricably involved in the realization of religious goals. This conflict of self-understanding haunts all religious groups in modern society
and it obviously blocks Christian recognition of the state in all its
theological and human significance. After all, neither Levi Eshkol nor
even David Ben Gurion is a model of theological expectation along
Christian lines of understanding.
Precisely for this reason, I believe, dialogue is a positive and necessary
good. Gaps of understanding can only be closed in profound existential
encounter. It would require a complete openness and involvement with
the Jewish people before the Christian could comprehend the Jew as one
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comprehends a true partner: in terms of his needs as he sees them, not
as I tend to see them. Even Christians who now see Judaism as a legitimate religion tend to miss the significance of the "secular" dimension
of Jewish existence and the human needs of the Jewish people. The fact
is that the greatest need of the Jewish people in our generation is healing and a right to normal unthreatened existence. But a Christian is
unlikely to grasp how desperate this need is and how truly "religious"
a value it is without an involvement with the Jew which cannot be attained in the context of a defensive and apologetic dialogue. Men like
Martin Luther King and Reinhold Niebuhr came through in June 1967
because they had an open and total confrontation with Jews and Judaism and not simply with apologetic and/or modernistic justifications of
it. The reaction of such men is a strong indication that when Christians
meet the Jew totally and without equivocation, they are more likely to
take all of his concerns seriously, not just those categories that fit into
Christian theological presuppositions. Perhaps the exposure of more
Christians to the reality of life in the State of Israel may speed up this
process of recognition and true encounter.

Prospects of Ally ah
After the events of the war, aliyah has become more of a live option
for a limited but definite additional group of Jews in America. For the
seriously religious fraction of American Jewry, and for Jews whose
Judaism or Jewishness is of fundamental priority overriding all other
concerns, aliyah always is and will be a real possibility. The June events
intensified this possibility and made more people aware that their Jewishness is their fundamental concern. Personally, I have considered
Aliyah and it is now an even more serious consideration.
However, there is enormous power and attraction in America. It is
an extraordinary country and it has given Jews unaparalleled opportunities. I will not recite the entire litany, but it is all true. It is obvious then that the bulk of American Jews will not voluntarily migrate
to Israel. It also follows that aliyah will not be stimulated by the negation of the Golah or by ridiculing the caliber of Jewish life and achievement outside of Israel. The most likely way to stimulate aliyah is to
hold out the Israeli option on the one hand — through such experiences
as a year of service or study in Israel — and through the religious and
cultural strengthening of American Jewry, on the other hand. Voluntary aliyah will depend on the extent to which more Jews, out of love
and new depth of understanding, come to see their Judaism or Jewish14

ness as the concern of their lives. If Israel is more dynamic and
strengthens its Jewish distinctiveness, then the percentage going on
aliyah from this group will be higher. Since social justice is an issue in
America as well as in Israel, and Jews can make an impact here, too,
Israel will have to offer some distinctive and creative Jewish ways and
values in this area if it is to attract them. Ultimately, this positive way
is the only way Israel will attract olim. This combined with efforts to
sweeten economic opportunities for Western olim — and not the Ben
Gurion type of attack on dwellers out of Zion — will have some impact
on a select number of American Jews.
I see no reason to despair of such a policy as is proposed here. Under
it, every year a significant, albeit a small minority, of fruitful and creative Jews will go to Israel. Beyond this, Israel should wait — and wait
patiently. Up to now in the long histoiy of the exile, no home for the
Jews has proven to be more than a temporary succah. Will America be
different? As an American Jew, I believe that one should live as if it
is possible, but one should be reared in the awareness that it is entirely
likely not to be different. American Jews have tended to live as if there
is no Israel or as if there is no tomorrow. We need to move away from
both polarities: neither complacency nor the waving of the flags of antiSemitism when Wayne, New Jersey votes the wrong way, nor panic
buttons when black anti-Semitism or Wallace movements rear their ugly
heads. Rather the realities of human nature and the history of Israel
suggest that it is important to train our Jews to simultaneously take
America seriously, to be in it, yet not totally of it. Jews must be capable of living in the great dialectic of being totally involved and yet
aware of the singled out destiny of the Jew and the chance of his exclusion. One way of grasping this dialectic is to live through days like
June 1967. Since we pray that we will not have many such opportunities, this effect may be achieved by reliving the Holocaust regularly —
even as religious Jews relive the Exodus every year. This is a fundamental religious and secular activity which we must intensify in America.
Jews are coming out of the state of shocked numbness which has g r i p
ped them for the last twenty-five years. They are willing to confront the
event. It must take its place on the sacred and civic calendar in the
heart of Jewish life in America. If we train our Jews right, they will be
prepared for every eventuality. If we live by these memories and these
events, we will be ready should we have to go on aliyah, and a significant number will go voluntarily.

15

ISRAEL KNOX

I hope you will forgive me if I begin with a commonplace—that we
are undergoing a crisis. Let us call it the crisis of fulfillment. If we
could push into the back of our minds only for a moment the remembrance of the Holocaust, with its six million k'doshim (martyrs), then
we might describe it as a crisis of fulfillment involving the establishment of the State of Israel (at least a partial realization of the millennial
hope and dream of redemption), and second, the complete emancipation
of the Jew in America. Emancipation, a result of the French Revolution,
applied only to the Jew as an individual. It denied recognition to the
Jews as a group, as a people. Emancipation in America holds for us as
individuals and, if we wish it, also as a group, as a people. The notion
of cultural pluralism in a democratic context is feasible in America and
can be translated into actuality. Religious pluralism already is part of
our heritage. One of the incidental and marginal results of the Negro
revolution, when all the racist nonsense and all the excessive demands
lor separation are wiped away, may be the emergence of a concept of
cultural pluralism as co-equal in the American dream with religious
pluralism. And Theodore Roosevelt's reference to the hyphenated American, as a term of contempt, will become a term of approval.

The Paradox
Yet this fulfillment, here and in Israel, has brought a crisis. Paradoxically, in the State of Israel there has arisen a question which thirty
or forty years ago would have been unthinkable. The question is: Who
16

is a Jew? What is it to be a Jew? Our fathers and grandfathers had no
such problem. I do, you do, but above all the State of Israel has it.
Zionism was supposed to be a solution of all our problems, an answer
to the Jewish question (that was the phrase used then). There is the
story about the Hassidic Rabbi Zusi, a very sweet and gentle man, who
said that after his death when he will appear before the ruler and
judge of the universe, and will be asked, "Zusi, why weren't you like
Moses?", he would reply, "If you wanted me to be like Moses, why you
should have made me a Moses." Then Rabbi Zusi added, "but I will
tremble with all the 248 limbs and members of my body when I am
asked, "Zusi, why were you not Zusi?" Now Zusi knew what it was to be
Zusi. In his humility he feared that he wasn't quite what he should be,
but I submit that not only you and I lack this self-awareness, but even
the contemporary Hassidic rabbis don't know exactly what it is to be
Zusi. Zusi lived at a moment in history when the Halacha was coextensive with the whole of Jewish reality, and for us—even for rabbis
—it is not. So we have the problem.
Two anecdotes might illustrate this vividly, one regarding Israel and
one regarding America, and both involve the Sabbath.
Some twenty years ago, a Mapam (left-wing) kibbutz acquired for a
few months a specialist who was a Seventh Day Adventist. Of course, he
did not work on the Sabbath. Then one Sabbath he was found hard at
work, and this aroused wonder. When he was asked, his answer was
startling: "During the week I was converted to Judaism, and so now I
can work on the Sabbath." It is an anecdote, but anecdotes have nuances
of truth. The Sabbath has been crucial to Jewish existence. It was not
the Jews so much that kept the Sabbath as the Sabbath that kept them,
according to Ahad Ha'am. It was a foretaste of the perfect society, of the
Kingdom of Heaven on earth. The Sabbath, according to Hayim Greenberg, is not only a symbol of the exodus from bondage to freedom
in the historical sense, but from physical bondage to spiritual freedom.
Take the discussions in the Talmud as to whether the Jew's "extra
Sabbath soul" is potentially there all the time. The sages felt that
neshoma yeseira was merely an extension of the soul, the utilization of a
quality that was there all the time, that the Sabbath was not in opposition to, but a consummation of, the workaday week. It may well be that
Heine had this in mind when he depicted the Jew as a beggar all week
long and a prince on the Sabbath.
As for America—this anecdote is instructive. In a Reform Temple,
two Jews go out to smoke and they hide in the men's room. The janitor
sees them and says, "Gentlemen, you do not have to hide here, this is a
Reform Temple," and they reply, "Yes, but please don't tell anyone,
17

we are Orthodox Jews." That's a very subtle, profound and vital anecdote, because it suggests my problem and yours. What exactly were these
Jews saying? They were using orthodox in the sense of tradition. They
wanted to be whole Jews and they were groping, seeking, longing for a
style of life as well as a way of life.
The paradox is that agnostics and atheists with their kibbutzim laid
the foundation for the State of Israel. This was possible because of the
intense faith of many generations in the Messianic redemption, in the
realization of "Next Year in Jerusalem." They were the offspring of
Jews possessed by a millennial religious dream, the dream of Jewish and
universal redemption.

Dilemma of Secularist
I am supposed to represent the secularist socialist, Yiddishist component of the Jewish community. Yet I belong to a synagogue, not because
I have a child, and have affiliated so that my child might be admitted
to the congregational school. I belong on principle, yet I am like that
fellow who smokes on the Sabbath and says, "don't tell anybody, I'm
Orthodox." I don't attend "services", not because I'm afraid of religion,
but because there is something missing in the synagogue that is perhaps
of the essence of Judaism. We have a heritage, an idea, which the
Jewish people are supposed to embody. I'm not sure it prevails in the
synagogue.
I will be formulating problems as one who moves and has his being
within the secularist, socialist, Yiddishist sector. However, as you can see
from my remarks, I cannot speak on behalf of that sector, but only in
my own name.
The problem of the secularist Jew is how to deal with the two
dimensions of Jewishness—peoplehood and faith (or faithfulness). It is
not the Greek concept of faith. I translate emuna as idea, the Jewish
idea. Secularism offers several possibilities: there is Ahad Ha'am's view
emphasizing the land of Israel as a spiritual center, and Dubnow's view
stressing centers in various stages of Jewish history, and there is the
third trend, represented by men like Dr. Zhitlowsky, for whom it was
quite simple: we are a people like all other peoples, religion is a private
affair and the signs and sanctions of a people are language and territory.
At one time Zhitlowsky was a Zionist, at all times a territorialist, and
therefore a nationalist, and always a Yiddishist. The problem of the
secular Jew is that the Jewish people and the Jewish idea grew up together. Normally, the history of a people and its country coincide: the
18

French and France, the Germans and Germany; there are Germans and
Russians in America, but they are marginal. The people of these countries share a religion with other peoples. With the Jews it is the other
way around. They have lived in many lands; their history transcends
the boundaries of a single country, yet their religion knows no partners.
It is theirs alone, except in the broad sense that the Hebraic element is
integral to Western civilization.
How do you separate in the case of the Jew faith (idea) and people?
Is it like body and garment or like body and skin? You cannot separate
the skin from the body. That's what secularism must face; it must wrestle
with this challenge like Jacob wrestling with the angel.

The Situation In America
The impact of Israel has further complicated matters. It seems to me,
and this is no aspersion on Israel at all, that the emergence of Israel has
deflected attention from the problem. The secularist now has an easy
answer: "I don't have to worry; there is a state, and I can make my
financial contribution, perhaps increase it; I can visit Israel, but I do
not have to live there," and the implication seems to be "and I can
relax as a Jew in America, and rely on Israel for the continuity of Jewish
culture and values." As for the new fashion of going to Israel for a
pagan, lavish, American-style Bar Mitzva,—how many can afford it? We
have created a kind of vicarious Jewishness in America. No matter what
will happen there, they—in Israel— will be Jews. And here we note the
shift from time to space.
The worship of space is idolatry. Jerusalem is holy, but it's holy for
non-spatial reasons. The Holy of Holies in Judaism is the Sabbath, a
day, time. Space is important. I'm happy there is a Jewish state. But
what of this vicarious Jewishness which says, in effect, that there's a
piece of space with magical powers? Ben Gurion insists that all Jews
must be there. Well, he may have some ancient warrant for it, but not
in the twentieth century. It appears that Jews in America prefer the
galut without repudiating Ben Gurion, so the result is a delegated
Jewishness. And the central problem for secularism remains: what do
you do with emuna (faith) and umah peoplehood) ; how do you find
out whether a philosophical, ethical equivalent is possible, so that you
can maintain continuity, without resigning from the twentieth century.
We must, of course, remember that in Israel too there is bound to be
a problem. In Israel a Jew can be an Israeli and a Jew, or just an
Israeli, so that the parallel does not apply. In America you're a Jew or
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you're not. In Israel one may perhaps be an Israeli without being a
Jew. My disappointment is not in the State of Israel, but in the
Orthodox-religious groups in the country. Not a single prophetic word
has come out of these groups. It has come from the kibbutzim, the
halutzim. The greatest religious battle in Israel was waged on the issue
of whether or not it's permissible for boys and girls to swim together in
a pool. Religion has become an important partisan in the politics of
Israel. But everybody goes to the synagogue in Israel on the High Holy
Days, atheists and agnostics, too. This may be an expression of devotion
to historical Judaism, but then again Judaism in Israel may become
very much what Shintoism was in Japan. There was the Shintoism which
served as a religion and the Shintoism which functioned as a national
cult. Judaism in Israel may become a kind of national cult, while
Judaism in the Diaspora will be a religion.
As for socialism, I don't want to paint the picture here of what
Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe with their revolutionary fervor
did in America. Those of you who are acquainted with Yiddish literature—Bovshover, Rosenfeld, the stories of Libin, Kobrin, Raboy, Sholom
Asch's "Uncle Moses"—know that they came here with a feeling and an
ideal: the feeling was compassion, the ideal was justice. They built
unions; they built a spiritual world. But what happened? The second
generation was drawn toward other economic positions. The "Jewish"
unions are no longer Jewish.
As we move from the lower to the upper strata, we get a kind of thisworldly hedonic eschatology—the concern with pleasure, comfort, money,
status. It is in this respect that Israel could have had a tremendous
impact upon this sector, if only Jewish socialists in America had taken
their inspiration from the halutzim, not from the political parties, which
are important in Israel. The great contribution of the halutzim toward
religious socialism, even though they themselves may have been atheists
or agnostics, was the notion that you do not wait for political power,
but begin by reconstructing your own life. And that's exactly what they
did. They took Engels literally when he said that Socialism is man's
coming of age (Der Sozialismus ist das Menschwerden).

Meaning of Yiddish
Now
Yiddish
Yiddish
century;

about the question of Yiddish. Yiddish is not merely a language;
represents an epoch in Jewish history, the Ashkenazic period.
means the golden period of the rabbis in Poland in the 16th
it means the agony of the Chmielnicki genocide in the 17th
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century; it means Hassidism in the 18th; it means Zionism and the labor
movement. Yiddish is not just an aggregate of words; it contains the
tears and laughter of a people, our people.
The great contribution of the "secular" component was its devotion
to Yiddish. T o erase Yiddish is to erase a thousand years from the Jewish
historic memory. It is not possible to be a "total" Jew without a knowledge of, and a love for, Yiddish. It is one of the great mysteries of
Jewish contemporary existence that there can be seminaries which call
themselves Jewish seminaries, where Yiddish is neither taught nor even
respected. And in Israel it is Ivrit that prevails. A new language is
emerging in Israel, Ivrit-Hebrew. Two thousand years will have to be
put into that language; grammar will have to be modified, thousands of
new words added. Ivrit is a language in which it's difficult as yet to write
great literature. The sublime literature of the Holocaust is still in
Yiddish, because the documentation is in Yiddish and the anguish was
experienced by Yiddish-speaking Jews. And then the secularists themselves committed a terrible error. They resorted to the "Yiches" of
Yiddish, to its roots in tradition, to justify its continued existence and
value in Jewish life, and in the next breath they divorced Yiddish from
the tradition and stressed its secular character. As a result there are few
heirs.
Let me conclude on an affirmative note, with an anecdote, about the
Jew who liked to drink. Visiting a friend, he had five or six glasses, and
when his friend refused to give him another one, he said, "Look, give
me one more and I'll be a new man and I won't bother you." So he was
given one more but kept on asking for more, and when reproached for
not keeping his word, replied: "That's the trouble; now the new man
wants a drink." That's our hope. New generations have arisen in
America, the Soviet Union, Israel. They still want to drink from the
ancient sources. They still want to bring together the old and the new
under a single historic awareness. That is our hope. In diversity we are
still a people with a common dream and a future.
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RABBI SEYMOUR SIEGEL
I shall limit myself to answering the four questions submitted to us.
As a member of the religious establishment (much to my chagrin!)
it has been my observation that strictures against religion and religious
institutions are welcome. I am sure I speak for all Jewish leaders when
I say that the critical intelligence and dedication of the critics of the
"establishment" would be most welcome within the institutions.
The first question put to the panel concerns the impact of Israel upon
the synagogue. The founding and the successful consolidation of the State
of Israel has had, of course, a profound effect on Jews and thus upon the
synagogue. Let me start, first, with a rather simple and perhaps banal
point, namely, that Israel has provided new content for Jewish education and Jewish worship. It is difficult to imagine how the curricula of
Jewish schools and the subjects discussed on the pulpit could take shape
without Israel. The land of Israel and the people in the land of Israel
form part of the curriculum—both formal and informal—of practically
all Jewish schools. Trips to Israel, studying in Israeli universities and
colleges have added an important dimension to the educational activities
of the synagogues and the theological seminaries. Most rabbis spend part
of their training period in Israel.
I mention this point first, not because it is the most important, but
because it is the most obvious one. On a more profound level Israel and
the June 1967 war have been merely a dramatic conclusion to the whole
Zionist effort begun three-quarters of a century ago. Zionism brought
about a radical change in Jewish consciousness. This change can be
called secularization. When I use the term (and I presume the same is
true of Dr. Greenberg) I refer to something different than when the
term is used by Dr. Knox. I am not speaking about secular Judaism, that
is, a Judaism divorced from the synagogue. I am talking about seculari22

ration in the sense of resorting to human means to solve human problems. This is the way it is used in Christian theology today. The Jew
has learned that it is proper to use secular means to try to solve the
Jewish problem. It is a refusal to be passive, and a resolution to be
active in the amelioration of one's disabilities. If troubles come upon
the Jews, of course, we say tehillim, but we also organize force and use
secular means.
I hope l a m not being merely personal when I say that as I read the
fiction about Jews of former epochs or the history of Diaspora Jews in
the pre-Zionist years, I have a sense of unreality. Recently the Jewish
Publication Society reissued a very interesting book by the late Ludwig
Lewisohn, The Island Within, which details the inner turbulence and
turmoil of Jews who came from Eastern Europe to Germany and then
to these shores. Lewisohn describes how these people wrestled with their
identity, changed their names, etc. All of this has historical interest
(though there are some Jews who do that even now). Today we live
in a totally different atmosphere in which Jews have a feeling of selfconfidence. Andr£ Schwartz-Bart's The Last of the Just, one of the great
works of art describing the European Holocaust, marks the end of
an era. Perhaps that is why the author entitled his work the Last of the
Just. Ernie, the hero of the novel, is perhaps the last of the Jews who
feels that he must suffer in order to bear the sins of the world. Let someone else suffer for the world's sins — this is the current Jewish attitude.
The Jew takes secular means to solve his problems. Such is the process
started by Zionism and exemplified by Israel. The only place, ironically,
where this is not true is in the U.S.S.R., a country founded on secularism, where Zionism has been proscribed from the very beginning. The
American Embassy officials with whom I spoke last August ('67) when
I visited Moscow told me that some of the Jewish problems might be
partially solved should the Jews there take a more active role and adopt
a more vigorous attitude vis-a-vis the Soviet authorities. This may be
unfair—but it is interesting.

New Culture Hero
There is another way to look at this phenomenon. The establishment of the State of Israel is organically related to the destruction of
the Jews of Europe. This is true not only because the nations of the
world supported Israel out of feelings of guilt, but because Israel represents the collective Jewish determination to re-enter history as an
acti/e force. This re-entry into history is what Herzl and Pinsker
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preached. That is why Elie Wiesel has said that in the Six-Day War the
armies of Israel were augmented by six million silent and powerful warriors. This has led to the creation of a new Jewish culture hero. Sociologists and scholars of the make-up of cultures point out that one can
discern the character of a civilization by its heroes. Soma Morgenstern,
the author of the wonderful novels about Eastern European Jewry, has
pointed out that miraculously in the last quarter of a century there have
emerged among the Jews several military heroes. This, in a people who
has not had any military tradition since the second century of this era.
And now in less than twenty-five years three superb generals have
emerged — Yadin, Dayan and Rabin, all of whose names mean either
judge or rabbi. This is all the more striking when in the United States,
since Eisenhower, there have been no outstanding military leaders. Of
course, the Jewish military heroes are remarkable. One has merely to
listen to a speech by Ambassador Rabin. There are good reasons, of
course, to deplore the fact that Jews have produced military heroes in
our time. But it is a fact.
Accompanying secularization has been an intensification of Jewish
identity and pride. The stunning victory in the June war has added to
the Jews' self-confidence and attachment to the Jewish people. Therefore, it might be an explanation for the fact that the only Jews really
opposed to Israel were those identified with the radical left. Among other
reasons, these individuals who wish to overcome Jewish "tribalism" were
shocked to see so many Jews intensify their Jewish identification. It is
an interesting fact that the so-called dual loyalty problem is not a real
problem for American Jews except, ironically, those on the radical left.
It has been my experience that they always raise the problem of divided
loyalty.
The crisis has shown us that there is a residue of Jewish loyalty which
we did not know existed and which we have not exploited properly.
Every rabbi can tell you of incidents where Jews who had heretofore
been distant come forward with outstanding generosity. In a way the
weeks before and after the June war were American Jewry's finest hour.
I have a feeling that my colleagues have a nostalgia for those days and
secretly wish that we would have a small crisis, not very dangerous, so
that the high points of Jewish assertion could be relived.

Theology of Hope
There is a theological remark that must also be made. In theological
circles there is a new idea, called the Theology of Hope. According to
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-his notion the basic contribution of religion is the inculcation of hope,
:hat there is some prospect that human achievement counts and that the
future is open with new possibilities. History is littered with shattered
hopes — first the French Revolution, then the terror; first the Russian
Revolution, then Stalinism; first the American Revolution, then the
Daughters of the American Revolution. But Israel is a symbol of hope,
a sign that human achievements do make a difference. Martin Buber has
called our age the epoch of the Eclipse of God. The spectacular events
in Israel, for the believer, represent the return of the divine into history.
Thus these happenings have a messianic character. The hope which
Israel represents might be a portent that the future is open for other
oeople as well — for the peasants in Vietnam, the people in the ghettos
and the poverty-stricken masses in Asia.
The second question—namely, what if the turn of events had been
different — is too horrible to contemplate, and as the Talmud says, one
should not open his mouth to Satan. But it is apparent that during
chose days all Jews felt that Jewry could not stand another defeat such
as Israel's fall might have been. The Jewish people had shown remarkable resiliency in its recovery after the destruction of European Jewry.
But it could not recover from the fall of Israel. This horrible event
would have made Jewish faith, founded as it is on the special character
of the people of Israel, impossible. It would have destroyed whatever
confidence we had in the world and the nations of the world. Among
Jews there is already a loss of confidence in Western culture, which is
responsible for the destruction of European Jewry. If we had again
suffered a defeat of the dimensions indicated in the question, there would
have been a return to insularity or attempts to establish a crusading
assimilation or perhaps a dropout into the world of mysticism, nihilism
or hedonism; in other words, the New Left of the hippies.
Israel has been able to reverse some of these corrosive influences felt
in so many societies today. It is surprising that we do not more frequently point out that Israel is practically the only country in the free
world where there is a wholesomeness about the youth's relation to their
country.

Christian Attitudes
The third question, which has been asked time and again by Jews,
refers to the Christian response to the Jewish plight in Israel. It is an
accepted fact that the non-Jewish reaction was profoundly disappoint25

ing to Jews. What accounts for this? First of all, there remains the
residue of classical anti-Semitism which comes to the surface when Jews
achieve success. A Christian writer on Israel told me that on travelling
through Canada he was shocked by the anti-Semitism that he encountered
there which is easily transmuted into an anti-Israel attitude. Eli Wiesel,
who has just returned from France, reports that in that country the left
which was anti-Israel has become anti-Semitic and the right which has
always been anti-Semitic is, of course, now anti-Israel — so the Jews unite
the two extremes.
There is another factor which is not noticed frequendy enough. That
is, philo-Semitism can sometimes be as corrosive as anti-Jewish hatred.
(italics ours—Ed.) Many Christians with whom I have spoken have a
picture of the Jew as a spiritual, "prophetic" personality who avoids
wars and military matters. And here are the Israelis waging war and
being successful! The picture of the Jew, this ideal portrait, has proved
to be flawed. This leads to resentment and hostility. Also, it should be
recalled that many Protestant leaders have been "radicalized." In the
most "radical" Protestant centers there is strong anti-Israel sentiment.
These "radicals" (I refer to political radicalism, not theological radicalism) identify themselves with the United Nations, the rectitude of the
Third World, the superiority of the non-white, non-Western ideologies
and cultures. These sentiments are converted into anti-Israel sentiment.
The President of Union Theological Seminary, Professor John Bennett,
a real friend of Jews who signed a manifesto urging support for Israel,
told me that after his name appeared he had a visit from representatives
of the Egyptian Christian church who urged him not to identify himself
with Israel's cause since this brought more oppression upon them.
Christian leaders claim that they were taken by surprise by the intensity of the Jewish reaction to the crisis in Israel. They did not perceive it as a life-and-death issue as we Jews did. They were confident,
they say, that the Israelis would win and that there was no danger to
the yishuv. These feelings reflected a lack of understanding of the relationship of American Jews to Israel. It is also true that Jewish religious
leaders have not sufficiently explained the role of Israel in Jewish consciousness. This failure results from the lack of clarity in our own minds.
Since June all the inter-religious meetings I have attended have had
Israel and its meaning to Jews as item number one on the agenda. This
increased discussion may bring more understanding of our position on
the part of our non-Jewish neighbors.
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Salvation and

Redemption

Regarding the relationship between Israel and American Jewry,
from the theological point of view we must reassert that the Jews are
a transnational fellowship formed by a covenant made with the Divine.
The whole of the people of Israel cannot be identified with any part
of it, either the portion residing in the Land or the part living in the
Diaspora. We are a people whose destiny and task in the world is understood in terms of covenant. This people requires some place where it
can be the majority. It must also maintain itself as a minority in the
Diaspora. Where we are a majority our task is to solve the dilemma of
power. Where we are a minority we face the task of maintaining our
character in the face of powerlessness. Until the messianic fulfillment
these two foci of Judaism will continue to exist. Every individual Jew
should be encouraged to live out his Jewishness in the atmosphere he
finds most conducive to his psychological, sociological and educational
background. Therefore, aliyah should be encouraged. We should beware of premature messianism. (Italics ours—Ed.) One of the constant
temptations of Jewish history and one of the risks involved in the grand
vision of messianism is to prematurely announce the redeemer's arrival.
It is the confusion between yeshu'a, a salvation of the Jewish soul and
body with the ge'ulah, the complete redemption of the world. The Jewish messianic idea is inexorably related to the redemption of the whole
world. The Messiah has not yet come. He may come tomorrow. But
he has not yet arrived. T o identify him with the achievements of any
one community, even the most stunning achievement, is to be guilty of
both heresy and foolishness.
Andr6 Schwartz-Bart ends the novel, The Last of the Just, with a
poignant scene of Ernie going to the gas chamber together with his wife
and a group of children. He says: "Oh, Lord, we went forth like this
thousands of years ago through the Red Sea of salt, bitter tears. Oh, let
us arrive soon!"
In an ecstatic article which appeared in Judaism magazine right
after the Six-Day War, Professor Harold Fisch writes: "The sea has split.
We have walked through the Red Sea from the Egypt of Auschwitz to
the coast of the promised land with the power of God holding the waters
back at the right and at the left."
Perhaps the juxtaposition of these two quotations speaks more about
the impact of Israel than anything I can say.
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DISCUSSION
RABBI SAUL TEPLITZ*:
Both Rabbi Greenberg and Dr. Knox indicated directly and indirectly that the synagogue simply has not come of age and really does
not fulfill its purpose and still remains the type of establishment at
which most of us customarily throw jibes. I must say that from my
vantage point, and sharing experiences with my rabbinical eolleagues, a
great deal has happened to the condition of the synagogue in this country since June 1967.
I think the synagogue served as the most important and most significant force in galvanizing the American Jewish community in June. I,
for one, do not know any organization or American institution that was
able to do as much as the synagogue for the Jewish community both
here and in Israel. I think this ought to be said because Israel doesn't
understand it. Israel looks upon the synagogue in America, and upon
the synagogue in its own country, as an irrelevant institution set up only
for the purpose of prayer and study and that's as far as it goes.
I must say that there has developed in the American Jewish community a very dramatic sense of Jewish peoplehood, and our people
now feel themselves very closely identified with what takes place in
Eretz Israel and will respond in many ways. I know that mine is just
a humble illustration, but I can tell you that it is through the synagogue
that young people now are being interested in joining aliyah, it's
through the synagogue that I'm able to get dozens and dozens of teenagers either to spend the summer or a year of study in Israel. While it
is true, Dr. Knox, that some synagogues — not mine — have New Year's
*Rabbi Teplitz is rabbi of Congregation Sons of Israel, Woodmere, Long Island.
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Eve saturnalia and all the other trappings that go with institutions and
organizations, the synagogues, on the other hand, have developed since
the June crisis, sophisticated approaches to insuring and preserving
the sense of Jewish peoplehood. Now what Rabbi Siegel said before
jocularly is very serious. We do need first-rate minds and first-rate
strength to hold up the arms of the leadership of the synagogue and to
make sure that this type of high-minded program is continued even in
non-crisis times. I want to stand here not as a defender, but rather as a
very strong spokesman for the centrality and significance of the synagogue in the pattern of the American Jewish community today.

JUDD L. TELLER:
As a secularist Jew I find myself in agreement with the pragmatism
of the theologians and in disagreement with the theology of a fellowsecularist. Dr. Knox's reference to Shintoism, for example, takes no
account of the realities of Israel. Twenty-five per cent of the casualties
in the war came from the kibbutzim; the kibbutzim are certainly not the
breeding ground of Shintoism. Paganism is indigenous in some countries; others are allergic to it. Historically, Israel has always been allergic
to paganism. Secular, social idealism, still strong in Israel today, are
certainly Judaism, applied Judaism in Israel. The paganism that exists
in Israel is of American origin. The mass media transmit it globally.
Finally, on the absence of catastrophic factors as a catalyst, a point Dr.
Greenberg raised without stressing historical analogy too closely, and
endorsing completely his view that stress should be placed on affirmative inducement, I would say, nonetheless, that apocalyptic elements
are apparent in the American Jewish situation. These elements can serve
as a spur to impress the centrality of Israel. Black nationalism and the
Negro contest for Jewish positions in some of the professions may lead
to a so-called surplus of Jewish manpower, which might have to seek
new occupations and new jobs in other areas of the country. Some of
this manpower might be attracted to Israel.

RABBI SIEGEL:
Since Dr. Teller did not direct his question to me, let me be the first
to reply to his points before my colleagues figure out what they want to
say. I think that we are — and you raise it very well — discussing a very
subtle theological problem here, and that is: what is the nature of
Judaism and what is the nature of prophetism, which Dr. Knox invoked frequently in his talk? I think there's a tendency, if I can use
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the word although it's now fashionable, to overspiritualize Judaism.
The Bible, and certainly the Talmud, is concrete, very down-to-earth
religion. It is not the religion of Greek spirituality and certainly not of
Hindu spirituality which looks to the inner man or to an escape from
the world as its salvation. And that is one of the hangups which Christians have about Jews and about Israel, as I mentioned in my talk.
They can't understand why it is that Jews are interested in having this
kind of concrete life, and even on the question of Jerusalem, the
Christians have kept talking about the spiritual Jerusalem, and of course
we have that in our tradition. But the spiritual Jerusalem is a double
of the earthly Jerusalem and the distinction is between the city of man
and the city of God which are fateful in the history of Western culture,
and I think are not indigenous to Judaism; and therefore we have to
be very careful when we speak about prophetism and prophetic religion.

f
DR. KNOX:
I think that Dr. Teller read me literally and the fault is probably
mine. I probably did not make my point sufficiently lucid. Most assuredly Dr. Teller knows the distinction between factual description and
metaphor. I did not say that Judaism in Israel was taking on the aspect
of Shintoism. I did not intend it to be a substantive statement. I simply
suggested there is a possibility of that danger, that instead of being a
religion it might become a cult, and it might be more or less, in terms
of the context of Jewish existence and destiny in Israel, the equivalent
of what Shintoism was in Japan. In my own heart and mind I'm sure
it's not going to happen, but I stated it as a kind of warning. As for
the merit of the synagogue, well, here too I am in complete agreement
with what you said, and in my case when I tell you that I belong to a
synagogue, I think it carries a little more weight, not because I am more
significant, but because I move and have my existence in the secular
sector and I am one of very few secularists — I can't think of any at the
moment —who belong to synagogues. And I went on to stress that I
belong to a synagogue on principle because I do not think that it is
possible to separate am1 and emuna2. Of course, I translate olam haba
as a Jewish idea, but then there's plenty of scope for a variety and multiplicity and richness in interpretation. But what you say is absolutely
correct without diminishing the significance of what I've said. It's like
telling me that here is a doctor, he's a wonderful person; he is active in
organization XYZ, he does a lot of fine things, he belongs to a charitable
institution; and that's commendable, and he deserves his olam haba3 for
it. But he doesn't do very much healing. The business of a doctor is to
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engage in the enterprise of healing. The synagogue, bet haknesset* should
be doing all these other things, but it is also a bet midrash* and bet
t'filah* and these aspects have to be stressed. And just one word for Dr.
Siegel. I go along with him completely. How could I not, as a socialist who chose the secular sector not because it was secular, but because it
was socialist? I chose the Workmen's Circle and the Jewish Labor Committee because I felt that the prophetic ideal or vision, the transcendental
ideal, was being given an historic embodiment in these organizations,
and the same would hold for the Farband. The difference between
Judaism and Christianity is that Christianity is a propositional religion,
of course, and Judaism is mitzvot1. So that if the prophets gave us a
"why" of Jewish existence, there must be a "how". They did it in their
context, we have to do it in our context. So there's no false Messiah
here, there's no arbitrary distinction, there is no Christian tendency in
the sense of "render unto Caesar that which is Caesar's." And I love the
19th chapter in Devarim8 precisely because it tells me xfahavta Yeikha
k'mokhaP and then it tells me that I must dispense the correct weight
and measure. It's the sublime rendered concrete and vivid as a category
of sociology or as the aspect of spirituality.

DR. GREENBERG:
I wonder if I could react briefly to Dr. Teller's comment and one or
two other things that were raised in this last exchange. I didn't mean
to dismiss the dangers in the United States that are potentially here. I
think we have to learn to live without depending on the hatred directed
at us or the rejection or the potential paganism and so on. I don't mean
that we should blind ourselves to the possibility of its recurrence. The
great dialectic again is the problem. We want to avoid the tragedy of
the Jew who was so integrated in Germany that he couldn't admit to
himself that his time had come, but on the other hand, I think we cannot deny the reality of the opportunity and the openness in American
society. If we deny that reality, our children and our community will
deny us and will be fully integrated. The only choice we have is to
enter into that reality with them, holding onto that other pole of the
tension so that we might be able to endure the historic occurrence if,
God forbid, it comes to that again. Israel is a small country and I'd be
delighted to offer surplus professionals in America a chance to work
in Israel, but my own experience has been that there are even less universities in Israel than there are surplus Jews in America in the univerAll notes for this discussion are at the end of the session, page 37.
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sity field. So I don't think that's quite as hopeful, although by all means
every practical step that encourages aliyah should be taken, but I
wouldn't count on it. I still think ultimately it will be from those Jews
who make Jewishness their single first concern, and obviously there's
no comparison to the way you could live it in Israel with the Jewish
totality of society and the calendar and everything else. Of those Jews
for whom their Jewishness is their primary concern, a certain percentage
will go to Israel provided there's something in Israel that's more attractive than in America. Many of my friends argue that one can live religiously a more fulfilling life in America. I think they're wrong, but
the fact that it's a competition means that Israel's not going to get anything handed on a silver platter. Here I agree one hundred percent with
all the comments about the unfortunate and tragic failure of the religious community — not the community really, the leadership — to offer
a serious religious alternative.
One or two other brief comments. One is on the question of the
U.S. and the idolatry problem which I tried to raise. I have nothing
against the U.N. Some of my best friends watch the U.N. on television.
But the point I'm trying to raise is the issue of idolatry. Idolatry means
taking that which is partial and making it absolute. The U.N. by all
means. American citizenship and loyalty by all means. Democracy by
all means. But to the extent that we have given blind worship, to the
extent that we have neglected these power factors in the dialectic, to the
extent that we have failed to take our own self-interest seriously out of
fear lest we be suspected of being less than prophetic, to that extent this
is a form of sickness, Galut Judaism, which I think should be overcome
as best we can. Now I hope in the process of overcoming we will not
end up with cults of blood, sand and soil or of Shintoism, and that's a
real danger. But by all means, we have to strike the tension and not
live in the prophetic, one-sided tension. If you look at Isaiah, he was
involved in the political as well as the spiritual life, and so on down
the line.
The relationship of the Holocaust to Israel — here I must enter a
demurrer in the sense that I have not yet been able to take the step
from Auschwitz to Jerusalem, and I detect a certain enjoyment of the
June victory which I think is a bit excessive under the circumstances.
I think that we will have to live with Auschwitz for a long time, just as
I hope we will be able to live with Jerusalem for a long time to come.
Maybe this means we have a future as schizophrenics, but I think we'll
have to live that way for a while. It is simply too soon. And I would not
trade six million Jews for Jerusalem, I'm sorry to say. From this point
of view, all we can do is to try to live by both events, that is to say, to
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recognize that our personal, secular and religious lives have been fundamentally illuminated by both these experiences and we're going to
have to create the ways of living out both these events. The obvious way
is UJA, and that's a great way. It's the most widely practiced mitzvah
in our time because all of us recognize that this is a mitzvah that fulfills the message both of Auschwitz and of Jerusalem. So we have to
show our people how the synagogues, how the secular Jew, and all
activities that we're carrying on, are a fulfillment of these two mitzvahs,
rather than think that for the moment we can overcome one or the
other. In short, I look forward to a long life of dialectical existence, of
space and time, and I agree, I'm not used to space, it threatens me perhaps more than Dr. Knox because I'm a Cohen (of priestly lineage),
and I'm afraid they'll put me into the temple. I'm frightened at the
sight of blood, and if I will have to slaughter the sacrifices it'll be a
very upsetting experience. I'm more frightened of that than he is; but
I am not God and I am not closed to the reality. If a Judaism of space
or a particular space emphasis arises, I will try to remain agnostic
enough to participate in it while criticizing excesses as they come up,
rather than insisting in advance that this is not allowed under the 35th
Chapter of Isaiah or any other book of the Bible. In the same way, I
would insist that we'll have to live with the dialectic of power and
powerlessness, although less so in powerlessness. We will have to live
in the dialectic of tradition and modernism, and there is no way out
of that dialectic either.
The tragedy of Yiddish, in my judgment, is the tragedy that Dr.
Knox pointed to, but we're all unfortunately the victims of it. That is
to say, we are all going to be impoverished when secular Yiddishim disappears. It is my profound hope that the religious community, and it's
clear that America is pushing us toward religious definitions, in many
cases very shallow ones, will not surrender this basic limb and fragment
of Judaism and this basic aspect of Jewish soul; for the moment, it is the
only community that still takes Yiddish seriously on a mass scale with
a bright future. The Yiddishist community seems to have less of that
future, and I say this not triumphantly but with great grievance and
sorrow.
I would make the following offer to Dr. Knox: I will intensify my
criticism of the synagogue if he will intensify his criticism of the secular
Yiddishists and push them into a recognition of the bankruptcy of the
present program; because my own feeling is that for the moment what
we need more than anything else is criticism of ourselves, not of others.
I could rattle off a long list of the secular failures, but I'm convinced
for the moment that my first task is to rattle off the list of religious
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failures, and from that point of view I would suggest that the secularists will have to do the same for themselves. Or to put it another
way, as Plato said, "Not until philosophers are kings and kings philosophers will the dialectic be resolved." Not until secularists become
religious and religious people become secularists will we begin to create
the renaissance of Judaism both here and in Israel.
MRS. ROBINSON:
I shall direct a question to Rabbi Siegel; Rabbi Greenberg has already answered it. Since my Jewishness and my positive feeling about
Judaism and the peoplehood of Jews was greatly strengthened by my
study of Hebrew in the Jewish Theological Seminary, and since my
father used to write Yiddish poetry which I was forced to memorize, I
would like to hear your reaction, Rabbi Siegel, to the centrality of
Yiddish in a thousand years of Jewish history.
RABBI SIEGEL:
I'm glad you asked me the question for several reasons, not the least
of which is that I have a chance to say amen to what Dr. Greenberg has
just said, and to associate myself with it. I also accept the criticism of
Dr. Knox concerning the lack of Yiddish study at the Jewish Theological
Seminary, for which I have no explanation. I only hope that it will be
overcome, with many other deficiencies that we have, in the future. I
will say that, personally, I speak and write, and lectured in Yiddish in
Argentina and other countries, and have a tremendously high valuation
of all aspects of Yiddish literature.
My experience has been that the rabbinical students at the seminary
in my student days, which was not long ago, knew Yiddish and said that
they didn't. Students today don't know Yiddish but would like to know
it. And there are cells of students of Yiddish here and there at Broadway
and 122nd Street10 and perhaps even at Clifton Avenue in Cincinnati
and at 68th Street11. One of the ironies of Jewish history is its complete
unpredictability. God has his own ways; the Jews have theirs, and when
you connect a kind of capricious God with a stiff-necked people like the
Jews, you get all kinds of things which no one has ever expected. Rabbi
Soloveichek at Yeshiva University can gather thousands of young people
from all over this country and speak to them in Yiddish, and Yiddishists,
I'm sure, couldn't get together a small fraction of that number of young
people to hear a lecture or reading from Sholem Aleichem in Yiddish.
And so the irony of the thing is that the very people whom the Yid34

dishists frequently, at least at the beginning, had combatted are the ones
who are preserving Yiddish today.
People say Yiddish is dying. We have three English dailies in New
York City and three Yiddish dailies in New York City, although the
communist Freiheit cannot quite be included. Two Yiddish to three
English newspapers is not a bad ratio, is it? I therefore would say that
perhaps the answer to the problem of the continuity of Yiddish is the
strengthening of integral Yiddish (a term I learned from a Yiddish
writer) that is, a Jew who is a Jew in everything doesn't make distinctions between secular and religious this and that but is a Jew in all his
limbs. Then Yiddish will fall into place sooner or later, perhaps sooner
than we'd expect it, and perhaps later than we would like it.
DR. KNOX:
I just want to repeat that Yiddish isn't merely a matter of a language
that you can find in a dictionary. There cannot be leaps in history, although Ben Gurion thinks there can. Yiddish is a thousand years of
Jewish life, that is to say, it's a category in Jewish culture. And if we
think of continuity, then obviously it represents a millennium. I'm sure
we disagree with him on that point. So that in Yiddish we find — it
sounds a little sentimental — the sorrows and the joys of Jewish life, and
not only the Hebraic terms. Just one example, perhaps, will suffice.
Take a phrase like "essen teg," literally "eat days." Nothing Hebraic
here. And yet a person who knows German and knows what the words
mean will have not the faintest notion what it suggests. You have here
an entire cultural and spiritual concept, the first attempt at a free higher
education. For those of you who do not know, it meant that a boy who
went to a Yeshiva12 and could not support himself, and his parents
couldn't afford to send him money, would be given a day's meals with
a family for each day of the week. And just one more comment. It is
assumed that Yiddish is a Germanic language. As far as the quantity
of words, yes, but in spirit, in essence, in direction it is Hebraic. The
idioms of Yiddish are Hebrew. An idiom is what? It's that part of a
language which is not translatable. The Yiddish idiom embodies the
tradition of Jewish existence, holidays, everything that is spiritual; for
that matter, even commercial terms are Hebraic: mekahls, s'hora1*,
mis'hor 15 . That's very interesting. Why would commercial terms be in
Hebrew and Aramaic? Because the Jews were the only people, before
Hugo Grotius even thought of international law, who had a binding
international law and yet it wasn't compulsory. And therefore all the
terms, the commercial terms, were Hebraic and Aramaic. So it's not a
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matter of a few words that a child learns and it's not a matter of being
opposed in any way to the sacred tongue. It is something far more profound. The question at stake is this: Is there something in Jewish
history or is there not? Now Niels Bohr, who was half Jewish, I think,
says in one of his essays that the difference between a small truth and
a large truth is this: the opposite of a small truth is a lie; the opposite
of a large truth is another large truth. The opposite of the sacred
tongue, or Hebrew, is not a negation of Yiddish but an affirmation of
Yiddish, and vice versa. Each means a deeper comprehension and a
firmer devotion and loyalty to the other. So we come back to the notion
of integrated Jewishness. We use the expression secular Jew, theological
Jew. Let me immediately erase the adjective secular, not because I don't
like the adjective, but I'm not a Jew period, I'm not a Jew semi-colon
living in two civilizations, fearful that his own might be lost. I am a
Jew colored, by which I mean that I'm a Jew and because I'm a Jew
I'm interested in the United Nations, I'm interested in Greek philosophy, I'm interested in American philosophy, I'm interested in the
world, but all of my interests are colored and given direction by my
Jewishness; and their melody is due to my Jewish heritage. I read the
whole world as Plato would have me do, but I read it from right to left.
In that sense I'm not a secular Jew.

RABBI GREENBERG:
I was raised in a Yiddish speaking environment. My parents spoke
Yiddish, and I went to Yeshiva and they taught me Yiddish; so I think
I come closer to living in the Yiddish framework than most American
born people in my experience. My problem here is not that all the
beautiful things that Dr. Knox described are not true. My problem, of
course, is what are the prospects of continuity of such a magnificent
possibility. And here I frankly have my worst fears. I think a lot of
people share these fears with me, so that I am not in any sense being a
triumphalist. I would like therefore to say that one of the lessons I
learned from Yiddish and the fairly bleak prospects of its future is that
we should tell our people honestly that Jewish history is exceptionally
tricky, that it has tremendous depths as well as tremendous opportunities, and that if they really care about being Jews, they should be
prepared to radicalize their Jewishness; that there have been ways of
being Jewish which have worked for a thousand years which have then
crumbled, and that they should, therefore, be wary of accepting a way
that seems to be exceptionally successful right now, which will probably
not last more than a hundred or two hundred years. I'd be very slow to
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dismiss any form of Jewishness that shows the tenacity and capacity to
hold its people and perpetuate itself, and I'll accept any Jew in any
form, even if he can't perpetuate himself, but I will love him all the
more if he can. I think that we have to honestly admit that many of
the solutions in ways of being Jewish are facile, are dependent upon a
shrinking nostalgia and sentiment, and are successful because of a currency which is going to be debased and go out of style very quickly.
This doesn't mean we should dismiss them but should challenge those
who subscribe to these solutions, that if they really mean it, they have
to prepare to sacrifice more deeply, to question some of the idols of the
culture around us, not in the spirit of breaking them but in the spirit
of seeing their limits; to challenge our own traditional representatives
to stretch themselves more and search themselves more, and to challenge
the tradition more than they are prepared to challenge; and that if there
is a future for Judaism in Israel or in America, you have to be prepared
to sacrifice more and to make it more central than ever before, and that
might even involve secular Jews and New Leftists and intellectuals sacrificing some of the idols of that particular group as well. I think that
unless we can up the ante for being Jewish, we are not going to make
it, and our people in June showed us that we perhaps could have challenged the idols in the past more than we thought. And while we do
not guarantee the recurrence of such crises, the equivalent of that crisis
is to make a fundamental demand rather than take the easy way.
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RABBI EUGENE BOROWITZ
When I spoke to my colleagues on the panel shortly before we
began, each of them assured me that instead of speaking ideologically
and theoretically, he planned to speak very personally. That is what I
propose to do as well, even though my personal comments may come
out in somewhat more theoretical style, the reason for that being that
everything I have to say out of my personal feelings has something to
do with what I understand my person to be. I understand myself as
person and as self participating on the very deepest level in the covenant
relationship between God and the people of Israel and I cannot dissociate myself as self in terms of my person and my feelings from that
reality which gives foundation, form and structure to my very being,
and that is the primary position from which I wish to discuss the issues
before us. I find that covenant to be true in my own personal life and
in the lives of the American Jewish community and if that is so, it is
fairly obvious that that covenant is made not with a church, but with
a people or folk or, in a more European sense, a nation. The Jews are
obviously all of that, and in order to carry out their covenant responsibilities for God, as the Torah indicates, as the historical record makes
perfectly clear, the Jewish people is obligated to live out in a communal and social way on its own land the life of the covenant.
I am therefore, if such a thing is imaginable to you, a Reformed
Jewish Zionist. I am a religious Zionist, of non-Orthodox religious
persuasion, and the religious foundation to my understanding of the
necessity and the desirability of a strong Zionist attitude on the part
of Jews has as its adjunct the notion that one can live out that covenant
relationship elsewhere than on the land of Israel, albeit it not in a fully
Note: T h e transcript of this address was not corrected by Rabbi Borowitz. EDITOR
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authentic way. So that while there would be a certain advantage to
being a Jew, living in this way on the land of Israel, I understand my
presence where I am as being of appropriate derivation from the roots
which I have. Once I start talking about what that has meant to the
American Jewish community as I see it, and what it means to me personally, it's fairly obvious that a good many of the things which have
been said about American Jewry and its relationship to the State of
Israel needed to be said. If I say them very briefly, it's not because I
don't take them seriously, but only because I think we all ought to
understand and take them for granted.
There has been a tremendous positive, constructive, worthwhile impact of the State of Israel on Jews of my persuasion and on myself. That
positive, constructive, wholesome, valuable, significant impact ought to
be continued, deepened, strengthened, developed and so on. And I just
don't know how to say anything more besides that, since it seems to me
that it's so obvious, it not only derives from my faith, but also from our
common experience.

Influence on the Synagogue
Now, if you ask me what has been the more specific impact of the
existence of the State of Israel on the religious movements inside the
United States, I would say that it has been associated with a general
sense of positive Jewish self-acceptance which has gone along with the
existence of the State of Israel and its continued development over the
past two decades. But to say anything more beyond that, is to indicate
that it is very difficult to put your finger on precisely what and where
inside the religious community as I see it, this in fact has had its place.
If I had to make it more specific, I would say that it seems to me the
one thing the existence of the State of Israel has done is to help the
synagogue point to a place where being a Jew is not only real, but visible. In the United States it's sometimes difficult to understand what the
visibility of being a Jew is, where one actually sees it, how that Jewishness affects one's life. Moreover, it's also very difficult to see whether or
not this is real, and not some sort of game, some etiquette that people
play either when the rabbi is around, or when they need some synagogue
services. And to be able therefore inside the synagogue to relate to the
State of Israel, points to a place where Jewishness is both obviously a
major, perhaps even the decisive factor in human existence as well as
something which can be easily seen and easily understood.
That general impact, I think, was heightened with a certain sort of
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sensitization, which I don't think anyone could have predicted, by the
events of last June. The Arab-Israeli war did something to us that no
one, I think, could have known in advance. That's one of the reasons
why it was so important to us. We are so accustomed to knowing who
we are and what we're going to do and analyzing and reanalyzing every
motivation of ours, so that nothing ever catches us by surprise. It doesn't
overcome us, at any rate, to that depth and in that concern. I think
what happened last June has, at least I can say in my own case, only
deepened and strengthened as the months have gone by, although in the
community a great deal has passed away and things are now practically
as they were before last June. In my own case, what has strengthened
and deepened has been a very personal existential sense of the particularity of what it is to be a Jew, the specificity of being a Jew as a member of an ethnic community.

Significance of Old Jerusalem
We were always aware of our people's fervent association with the
land; but they are far deeper than we thought; those ties with the land,
even though they don't make terribly much sense, intellectually at this
point, go very much deeper and I think they were made even more
specific, of course, by the impact of Old Jerusalem on us. I had not
heard anybody talk very much about the religious importance or significance of Old Jerusalem before last June. So that when Old Jerusalem
was captured and was somehow, to use that marvelous word, "ours", it
hit us with an impact which we couldn't imagine, and suddenly we
realized the depths of roots we had in a very specific place. Now geography and place don't have a very high standing in the contemporary
philosophical and intellectual world. It's very difficult to get some kind
of ethical or human value out of soil. Just as blood doesn't go very well
today, soil doesn't go very far either. But it is the sense of that rootedness in the soil which has forced that particularity on me with increasing
depth. Moreover, the sense of depth goes beyond just the simple
geography; it has something to do with the Wall. Now the Wall, if I
may exaggerate for a moment, is of all the ludicrous symbols for Jewish
unity, a pile of old stones which weren't even actually part of the Temple
structure, but which probably had something to do with its outside precinct, a pile of stones which seem to go back to Solomon, and of all
things, a pile of religious stones for Jews who aren't religious to begin
with and who very often don't think they have any relationship to the
Temple, and for religious Jews, who if they have some relationship to
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the Temple, normally don't think of stones as somehow holy. That's
very odd and it's very real. Symbols apparently do not depend on us to
make themselves speak. Those stones spoke to us, thousands of miles
away, even by electronic devices, and they continue to speak.
Now what can it mean that Jews who have never been near the Wall,
who haven't heard about the Wall, who haven't talked about the Wall,
who have no theoretical relationship to the Wall are suddenly moved
to tears by its being in Jewish hands, moved to the depths of their being
by the possibility of themselves going to the Wall, perhaps even to pray,
which it would seem to me is the only proper and reasonable response
to the Wall? So there is something about its being tied very specifically,
not only to that tradition, but to the religious roots of that tradition in
a very particular and specific way which, I think, has been the continuing sense of the impact of the Arab-Israeli war, to leave out all of the
other major cliches which again, I think, are obvious.

The Sacred

Cow

But I am left with one major problem with regard to the entire
question of our relationship to the State of Israel. I think the worst
thing that Zionism and the State of Israel have done for us is to give us
another topic in America which cannot be debated. We now have a
subject on which no arguments are allowed, no criticism. A new sacred
cow is introduced. Open your mouth in a Jewish audience to raise a
question critical of the State of Israel, critical of Zionism, and if you're
talking with Israelis, that's all right; if you're in the State of Israel and
getting into an argument, that's all right; but to an American Jewish
audience you are not allowed to say anything bad about the State of
Israel. It is assumed either that you are a paid agent of Mao Tse-Tung
or of the American Council for Judaism or that there is something the
matter with you as a Jew. We have already too many places in the
United States where criticism is not allowed and controversy is not permitted. This inhibition about Israel therefore should not be allowed.
I can recall a time when restraint of criticism could be gratified. I can
remember the existential anxiety, the distress with which I faced the
need to vote on a resolution at the Central Conference of American
Rabbis at the time of the Kibya raid in Israel. It was an indefensible
act on many levels, it was immoral, and the guilty were punished for it,
the State of Israel regretted it, but you couldn't criticize it because the
Arabs would hear about it, and the anti-Israel propagandists would
make a great to-do about it, the American Council for Judaism wouldn't
be happy. So the word went out that you had to vote support for the
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State of Israel at that point. But is that kind of restraint justified
today?
It seems to me that the State of Israel is sufficiently secure that American Zionists should be sufficiently secure to allow for the normal kind
of intellectual give-and-take over the issues of the State of Israel. And
I mention three modest issues which trouble me. In the first place, there
is the name of the state, Israel. On the sheet of questions given to me
at this panel, I find it exceedingly difficult to separate the levels of the
name, Israel. If you speak of Am Israel (the Jewish people), that's one
thing. If you speak of Eretz Israel (the land of Israel), that's another
thing, even though I think the two are very closely related. But it is
certainly a third thing to speak of Medinat Israel (the State of Israel)
and I think that my relationship to Medinat Israel is only a function
of the practical need of those of Am Lsrael who live in Eretz Israel to
have a Medina (state) in order to be able to survive as an Am (people)
in Eretz (the land). I think that Medina, therefore, is in a different
category than either Am or Eretz, and to create the impression as if somehow the state were Israel itself, the epitome, the absolute idealization of
the Jewish people itself, is, I think, a bad and confusing and on the
whole very disturbing thing even though, practically speaking, it is of
course absolutely necessary that there be a Medina.

Favors Uninhibited

Criticism

Another subject which bothers me a great deal, and one which I
think is worthy of discussion is the attitude that every Christian who
disagrees with what the State of Israel did during the Arab-Israeli war
of June is ipso facto an anti-Semite. Is it possible for a Christian to
have taken a decision at that point which was, theoretically at least, not
pathological? I have found it almost impossible to discuss this with
Jewish audiences. The minute one tries to discuss, for example, the
distinction between organized Christianity and individual Christians in
this matter, the discussion closes. The minute one suggests that there
might have been a basis on which an organized Christian movement
could have taken the stand of silence at that time, Jewish audiences become very hostile and aggressive. I don't have to agree with the man's
stand. I just want to raise the question as to whether or not it is possible for a Christian to have thought that way for reasons other than antiSemitism. Only this way can we understand what option there might
still be in the way of dialogue with Christians.
Finally the third problem, which I think is the fundamental one, and
about which I find it very difficult to have open discussions, is the ques42

tion of what kind of Jew are we trying to create? Now, I don't make
any great brief for what we American Jews have done to create our type
of Jew, whatever that might be, and I'm not, you know, very happy
about the future of our community. But at the same time I look at the
models which are being created for us by the State of Israel. Before I
venture to criticize the type, I also add — what a marvelous, extraordinary magnificent thing the emergence of a new type is! I even justify
my desire to offer a little teensy bit of adverse comment. This illustrates
my point about inhibitions in criticizing Israel. There are other things
I see there, the type of Jew which my forefathers hoped to alter when
they fled Poland and Russia. It's one thing to say that that type was the
result of needs and should be transcended, and it's another thing to say,
that's the kind of Jew we are again trying to create. So that it seems
to me that our major problem is the gap which is created, not simply
because we American Jews have one way of looking at ourselves and
the Jewish people, and the Jews of the State of Israel have another way
of looking at themselves and therefore at the people of Israel. I think
there's a deeper problem. One of our difficulties in bridging the gap
is an internal American Jewish difficulty, and that is that we think it is
necessary to tone down problems and avoid controversy in order to remove difficulty in the way of communication. Real communication proceeds out of a recognition of differences and requires the ability to speak
through and over and under and above the difficulties. I am for the
kind of freedom and openness among ourselves in the American Jewish
community which would allow us to face some of our problems with
the State of Israel, and out of that kind of more mature self-understanding, it seems to me, we would have a much better chance of communicating, not only with ourselves, but with our brothers of the State of Israel
as well.
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PAUL GOODMAN
I was wondering what credentials I had and you provided some.
I say that seriously, because I assume that I was invited here as I
guess Professor Kaufmann said he was invited here, not because we have
any right to practical opinions on Zionist questions, but to reflect what
the feelings of writers and scholars are. Since I intend to reflect my
feeling, I don't need to make too much sense, because the only important thing for me to be is honest and there it is. Perhaps I can be
persuaded into other feelings and that's good too.
I'm nearly 60 years old, I've been following the history of Zionism
since 1930, or before. We used to dance the hora and stuff, take part
in the strangest pageants where you trudged across the desert and you
looked up and you saw a vision across the mountain with a palm tree.
I remember I used to paint the palm tree, but this was back in 1925.
My deepest feeling as I look at it for the purpose of this meeting is a
kind of tragic ambivalence. One expects of the Jews that they will do
good things and then we find that what comes out is not quite as good
as one expects and this then is very tragic. A few months ago, a Mapam
youth group asked me to come up and explain why American Jewish
youth, the radical youth, don't volunteer to go to Israel and take part
in the very things that they're interested in here, community development and urban reconstruction. Why should they go to Harlem and
work or why should they go to developing nations? Why not Israel?
I tried to explain to the best of my ability, why I thought the youth
didn't do that, but what was interesting was the thought in the back of
my mind, which I also expressed openly of course — why are they asking
me? Well, now, they have this territory and they need to get new settlers in order that they can have the fait accompli in terms of which
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they won't make a just settlement of the territory. Now, I have a horrible paranoic feeling about this. The question is, what am I to do?
Open the American young to manipulation? This is a terrible thing
to think of, no? So my purpose here is to show this ambivalence. I put
down five points of criticism, not the points which Rabbi Borowitz talked
about, but other points, and five of praise of Israel. I'll start with the
criticism.
Let's take a very small thing. A number of years ago the communist
Sobel ran away to Israel — a sick and dying man, he subsequently died
in England — and because of some hangup there, not really official policy and not really non-official policy, he was deported from Israel, which
presumably he had entered under the Law of Return and he was clearly,
according to any stretch of the imagination, or definition, a political
refugee. Nevertheless, he was deported. Now this to me, and I'm talking in entirely personal terms, was like a dagger in the heart. I've no
interest in Sobel, I'm not a Communist, etc. But let's say it's not Sobel,
but some draft dodger kid, whom I'm willing to go to jail for here, who
will be exiled from Israel and sent back. Well, if you're going to do
that — the Canadians and Swedes don't — then something is very wrong.
Now I don't know exactly what the policy would be on American draft
dodgers who would flee to Israel. Why don't I know? You would think
it would be the place where every Jewish draft dodger would run. Why
don't I know what that policy is? Something's very wrong. Do you
mean to tell me that the Israelis are for the Vietnam war? I know in
fact they're not.

Eichmann Dilemma
Take another thing which might strike you as a very strange kind
of reaction, but it's my personal reaction. When they tried Eichmann,
that was fine; Eichmann was exactly the kind to kidnap, very beautiful,
very daring, smart, you bring him to trial before the bar of world
opinion, Israel's the perfect place to do it. When he was convicted I
was crushed that they hanged him. Now, obviously they couldn't have
let him go because he would have been killed immediately on the street.
The thing to have done was to take him in an airplane and drop him
in a helicopter in the middle of the Congo, and let him fend for himself,
with the crocodiles, or something like that. This is my opinion exactly
if they convict the murderer of Martin Luther King; if Coretta King
Note: Dr. Goodman did not correct the transcript of his address.—EDITOR
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and Abernathy will not ask for an amnesty for him, then as a pacifist
I'll feel crushed, because King was a member of the Fellowship of Reconciliation and we don't believe in punishment and we certainly don't
believe in capital punishment. We must let him go, that's the love that
a pacifist gives. Now I don't know why, but I really expected it, I was
confident that the Israelis would rise to that, and they did not rise to
it. These might seem very trivial things to you, but to me as an intellectual, these are the things which shape my soul.

Relations with Arabs
Now then, more importantly, during the last 20 years, I've been in
a very bad situation as a Jew and a radical pacifist, in reaction to the
problems of the Arab refugees. Year after year, some of us ask, for
God's sake, settle that problem, it's not so hard, the Jews send you a
lot of money from America. For five years, use all the money, not for
social development and so forth, but to build up their social situation
either by bringing them home or settling them or by some other means.
Otherwise, you act exactly like the Americans, which is a very bad
thing to say. Quite innocently, in terms of our own self-righteousness,
we walk over people. We should say instead, we have our own necessities when we move in, but we realize that these necessities have ultimate
responsibilities. All kinds of arguments, like the Arabs wouldn't play
ball, do nothing for me. You say that they won't listen, but then it is
your obligation to use every kind of non-violent massive confrontation
and persuasion in order to make them listen. You must go to them with
open hands and take all the risks, because you're responsible. That is
what it is to be responsible. I don't mean guilty. I definitely don't mean
guilty. I mean responsible for the consequences of an ongoing action.
I have been horrified, of course, I only get TV pictures, to see a certain arrogance in the military technology in Israel. You get these cocky
sabras riding on new "highfalutin" tanks, like the American Marines
in Vietnam, boasting of their military technology, instead of going with
downcast eyes and saying, these are the necessities of life. It's a harsh
thing to say, but these are the things which hurt me. Because of these
things I've been very disappointed, perhaps on a deeper level, in the
last 20 years.
Where is the poetry, the art that comes out of Israel? I will say
frankly it's exactly on the level of the art that has come out of the
Soviet Union in that period. You know, it's got a somewhat open
quality, it is entirely lacking in spiritual depth, in daring, in rise, it is
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oversocialized. My God, these are the Jews and the best Jews. If they
weren't in Israel, they'd be the cultural masters, many of these people.
What saps them? It's a very serious question.

Great Power Hangup
Well, lastly and probably most important of all, and this is certainly
nobody's fault, but it's certainly very serious for me as a person involved in world politics, American politics, pacifism. There is no question that Israel as a small power has been trapped by the Great Power
problem. You know, it's almost impossible to weave the line of the
small power, when you play the great powers against each other and stay
alive, and for a while Israel was doing it beautifully, just the way the
Finns and the Swedes do it, and they play one side against the other
and somehow stay alive, making concessions here and concessions there,
etc. This gave me great pride. Now Israel has changed course. It was
a reluctant decision, I know, but you get all the consequences involved
and then there is a certain point at which it is not worthwhile surviving.
There is something more important in the world than nation; it's
humanity. Now let's see the good sides.
I was originally very happy, excited, by the notion of Zionism, the
existential notion that you're in an inorganic condition, in a paranoic
prejudiced world, and in order to pull out of it, there is no other way
except self-acclamation and then by God, you can do it just as an existential act, you can affirm yourself right on the map. A remarkable
idea. You know, it's absolutely crazy, and to do it is really remarkable,
you know, it's a model for human beings. I remember trying to tell
Malcolm X about that once, "Why don't you do what Herzl did? Why
don't you talk about language? You're in a very similar situation, and
you just perform an existential act." But he didn't dig that, he didn't
want to establish training camps, he didn't want to find some African
people that needed their American brethren.

Model for Integration
There was the Hitler catastrophe and there was something deeply
warming in the tragedy of people who were driven insane as the European Jews were at that moment, and having a refuge, like an insane
asylum, a good insane asylum in which somehow to recover their balance. It was impossible for them at that point to come to America or
any place else even if they had been accepted, because in the end, after
the gas chambers, it had to be your own haven. From this point of view,
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of course, the greatest thing in Israel has been for me the Law of Return,
that anybody can come and the fact that they've stuck to that, the horribly difficult sociological problem of the Oriental immigrant, and
somehow they coped with it. You know, it's really a model of sticking
to a fundamental principle and not giving in to sociological difficulties,
just the kind of model which we need in this country with our race
problems.
Then the whole notion of the Kibbutz settlement has been used by
us community planners and educators of my type as the model for the
world. The educational system of the Kibbutz is one of the great inventions in modern education theory. Last year I applied to the Office
of Education for a grant to do three educational studies abroad. I was
going to Denmark, Yugoslavia and Israel, three peoples who really knew
how to educate through a cooperative life and workers' management.
I got the grant but I turned it down because of the Vietnam war. I
compare Israel with the Danes, the Danes are the greatest educators in
the world, and we have a great comparison, Israel has created something equally interesting, fully as exciting — the combination of intensive agriculture with industrialization, without getting sucked into the
top-down directed big industry which turns a man into an alienated cog
in the machine. That's a fantastic experiment and you know, by and
large, endlessly successful. It's got hangups and then you solve the
hangup. We have there the model for what the future of the big industrial countries is going to be, if they're going to have a future. We're
going to have to do urban planning and urban-rural symbiosis somewhat
along these lines, and get away from alienation, otherwise we can't possibly go on with society.

Whose Chosen People?
Well, I've said things in criticism, they're largely subjective things,
I've said things in praise which, as you see, has been much more objective. Perhaps more important is the question: Can Israel be a spiritual
center? No. I'm deeply offended, for instance, when I see an ad in the
New York Post during Passover time, "Next Year in Jerusalem." That
isn't what I mean when I say, "Next Year in Jerusalem." It must be
a more prophetic Jerusalem than that, and to do that it would have to
get over this ambivalence I feel. I believe in the chosen people, but my
chosen might not be the Chosen People of the rabbis. We tend to be the
angels of the world, the advance guard artists, the people who go back
to the innocence of Adam, and you must go back to the innocence of
Adam; otherwise you're caught in a great power hangup.
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WALTER KAUFMANN
Einstein was once asked to explain the theory of relativity to his
hostess. He declined, she pressed him, and finally he said: "Let me tell
you a story. I once took a walk on a very hot day with a blind man, and
I said, 'I sure would like a drink of milk.' The blind man said, 'Drink
I understand, but what's milk?' — I said, 'Milk is a white liquid.' — He
replied, 'Liquid I understand, but what's white?' — I said, 'White is the
color of a swan's feathers.' — 'Feathers I understand, but what's a
swan?' — 'A swan,' I said, 'is a bird with a crooked neck.' — 'Neck,' said
the blind man, 'I understand, but what is crooked?'" So Einstein said:
"I took his arm and I did this with it and said, That is straight, and
this is crooked.'—'Ah,' said the blind man, 'Now I know what you mean
by milk.'"
There are certain problems of communication, and sometimes they
are due to heavy emotional investments, not to the theoretical aspects
of the problem. We are making progress this afternoon. I was disturbed, while Rabbi Borowitz spoke, to see so much head-nodding in
some quarters of the audience; and I noted that as Mr. Goodman began
there was still some of that; but as he went on, it stopped, and toward
the end I even saw some heads shaking. I hope that I will receive the
same compliment. But in order to be clear and to be understood in a
very brief talk, I think that the best approach is autobiographical.
What I want to address myself to is the title of this symposium,
which is "The Impact of Israel on American Jewry" — and specifically
two questions that were checked off for me to discuss, namely: "Has
Israel been a factor in your personal Weltanschauung, and has the latter been affected by the events of last spring?" and secondly, "In your
opinion, can Israel perform the function of spiritual center for Jewry?"
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In a somewhat indirect way, I will address my talk to both of these
questions.

Zionism in the Thirties
In Germany in the 1930s as I grew up, Zionism meant that one
wanted to go to Palestine; it didn't mean anything else; and this seemed
to me a very reasonable meaning for Zionism. As the Nazi oppression
progressed, some Zionists went to all kinds of places, including the
United States, while some people who had been rather anti-Zionist
wound up in Palestine. Gradually, Zionism lost even in Germany, certainly in the United States, its original meaning and became a rather
vague term that has become so confused as to be somewhat dated.
To be still more personal about it, my own family felt some ties to
something that was called the C.V. or the Central-Verein Deutscher
Staatsbiirger Judischen Glaubens (the Central Association for German
Citizens of the Jewish Faith). But that, too, gradually mattered less
and less. I came to the United States in January, 1939, and crossed the
Atlantic in a hurricane. In the middle of the Atlantic Ocean I met a
ship that was going in the opposite direction, and on it was my uncle
Julius Seligsohn, who had just been in the United States and who, in
January '39, deliberately and knowing what he was doing, went back to
Germany in Order to continue until his violent death to help other Jews
to go anywhere at all, wherever that might be, to get out of Germany.
In other words, the ideology gradually ceased to matter.
When I was sixteen, which was just a little earlier than that, I had
thought of going to Palestine; and in March 1938, I did go there for
three weeks. (I vividly remember the train that I took out of Germany
to Switzerland. At every station more and more German soldiers, fully
armed, got on the train, and the next day, in Switzerland, I read in the
papers that the Nazis had taken over Austria during the night.)
At seventeen, when I did come to the United States in January '39,
I spent my first three days in New York City. I went to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, which exceeded my expectations; and on the Sabbath I
went to many, many synagogues, which were far below my expectations
and deeply disappointed me. I also have to say for the sake of Wolfe
Kelman, who knows it, that I went to the Jewish Theological Seminary
in hopes of becoming a rabbi and was told, "Nothing doing until you
have a B.A." So I eventually got a B.A. and studied philosophy, and
I stayed with philosophy and gave up the rabbinate. While I was a
student, the war broke out. Again ideology mattered less and less; what
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did matter was stopping the Nazis. I
that. I did feel and still feel as a Jew
to use Sartrean extentialist language,
having been brought up a Lutheran,
choose to be a Jew.

Failure

of A merican

felt that I had a special stake in
and might even say — not merely
but in a very literal sense — that
I chose to be a Jew, and I still

Jewry

But now, to come a little closer to the topic: for all that, I never
have felt and I do not now feel any particular sense of community with
"American Jewry." Speaking in the United States on "The Impact of
Israel on American Jewry," it seems to me not to be my function in
this particular context to knock Israel, but it does seem to be my function to knock American Jewry.
After World War II, as many of you vividly remember — those who
are now young don't remember — there were some Jewish survivors left
in DP camps in Europe. Nobody took them; the British didn't take
them, the Americans didn't take them, American Jewry didn't cry out
that America should take them, and the British finally turned back, as
most of you know, a boat trying to carry some of these people to Palestine. More and more it became a question of life and death. Once
again, even in connection with the establishment of the state, ideology
mattered less and less; more and more it had become a question of
survival. The United States did not open its doors to the Jews at that
time, as it later did to Hungarians and any number of other people.
Another fact was hardly mentioned in this country — it is just beginning to be mentioned now, though the knowledge has been available
for a long time: while people in this country won't believe that some
Germans didn't know about Auschwitz, although surely the majority of
them during the war didn't know and a very large minority did know,
Roosevelt did know, Churchill did know, some American Jewish leaders
did know — and a hell of a lot they did about it.
In 1956 I went to Israel. Now it was the State of Israel; in '38 when
I had gone there, it was still Palestine. I went in an odd way, by way
of Egypt and Jordan, and came through the Mandelbaum Gate. In '38
for the first time, in '56 for the second time, I saw Old Jerusalem, even
if it was not under Jewish sovereignty, and this as well as seeing the
country as a whole was a great experience. I went back in 1962-63, for
a year at the Hebrew University, have many friends and some relatives
there — I have a deep feeling for the people and the land — but I always
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felt and always was received as who I am, Walter Kaufmann, an individual, not as an American Jew. And I must say that in many encounters this was a great advantage. It was meant to be a compliment
when Ben Gurion said that I was not like an American Jew. It was
also a matter of being less embarrassed at the university. Vis-a-vis the
Hebrew University and vis-a-vis the country as a whole, American
Jewry is somewhat like the alumni of a university—really not even
alumni, because they didn't come out of the experience of the State of
Israel, but more like wealthy donors. But the faculty of a university
usually does not have a very warm feeling for the weight of alumni
opinion and pressures, and even less for wealthy donors.
I'll give you a single illustration which actually comes from a few
blocks away from here. I once made the mistake of attending a luncheon of the American Friends of the Hebrew University. It was the
occasion when Nelson Rockefeller announced that Marian Anderson
was Woman of the Year. I sat at a table with other friends of the university, and the woman next to me asked, "What do you do?" I said,
"I teach philosophy." And she replied, "What interest do you have in
the Hebrew University}"
Unbecoming

Patriotism

The way many American Jews feel about Israeli triumphs is more
than a little like the way alumni or wealthy donors feel about "our
football team." I do not care for this kind of patriotism. I don't feel
any need for such vicarious triumphs. I am appalled when people talk
about the events of last June as if they constituted some kind of proof
of God; and there is little that could be in worse taste than the suggestion that General Dayan is another Moshe because his first name h a p
pens to be Moshe; but I have heard that suggestion all too frequently.
When I was in Israel, I saw many university people and some kibbutz
people; I met very few who did not at that time, in '62-'63, distrust
Dayan and feel that he was a very sinister figure. Now American Jews
give him far more credit for the victory than he deserves; but the notion
that even if he did deserve most of the credit for the victory, this would
make him a great spiritual figure, is surely strange.
So when I am asked whether my Weltanschauung has been affected
by the June war, that is an easy question to answer: no, certainly not,
not in any way. I obviously was very relieved at the way it came out, but
that doesn't mean that it affected my Weltanschauung.
The suggestion was discussed from different points of view this morning that somehow the June war makes up for Auschwitz. I find it
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appalling even to raise that question. These are things of such utterly
different dimensions that there is, if a heretic may use such a word,
something impious about it. Lots of things, for example in the book
of Jeremiah, come to mind in connection with this kind of patriotism.

Rejects

Nationalism

I have generally no warm feelings for nationalism or for the nationstate; and if I have warm feelings for Israel, that is in spite of its being
a nation-state.
It seems in the distant past now, something associated with Martin
Buber: once there was some hope for a bi-national state or, if I may
better that, for a multi-national state. This would have been the way
my sympathies and hopes would have pointed. I do not find the treatment of the Arabs or the Oriental Jews in Israel today exemplary by
any means; nor are people in Israel under any illusion that they are
exemplary. They don't set themselves up on the kind of moral-spiritual
pedestal that American Jewry seems to have such a great emotional need
to place them on. Ben Gurion has said many times something that
many people in Israel say and that makes a lot of sense even though I
don't entirely agree. I'll put it in my own words: what is spiritual takes
time; one cannot expect these youths to be great spiritual heroes; one
has to expect them to be like all the other nations; and what is spiritual — if we may be hopeful and optimistic about it — may come in three
or four generations. Alas, there may not be that much time.*
In Jerusalem the students know Hebrew; they don't know other languages well, and that is a great handicap. The faculty of the Hebrew
University will be the first to tell you that they have the same problems
as, for example, Sweden. T o have a university like a good Swedish
university is fine, but American Jews tend to look upon it as the navel
of the world. That it is not. Under the circumstances, it cannot be
that. And it is a heavy price that the Hebrew University and the country pay for their nationalism. The revival of Hebrew may be a great
thing; it may be something that cheers many of you; but it also constitutes an obstacle on the way to making Israel a great spiritual center.
If one chooses to become a member of the faculty there, one has to
lecture and write in a language that hardly anybody reads. Of course,
one can try to write everything twice or somehow apportion one's publications between two or more languages. One can also spend a lot of
time translating major works into Hebrew.
•At this point the reel of the tape ended and there was a gap in the transcript—Edit or
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I do not mean to knock Israel for all that. America has problems.
Many of us are very much aware of them and are far from being American jingoists. If you want to say we are patriotic, we are so by way
of pointing out these faults and trying to do something about them. In
just the same way Israel has its problems, and I am against placing either
the United States or Israel on a moral pedestal.
Of course, I do find in Israel not only one immensely exciting experiment, but a multitude of exciting experiments. It is a joy to participate in some of these. Moreover, it is an incredibly beautiful country. I think there is no other land that offers so much of interest in such
a small space. There are many, many wonderful things about Israel,
but this is not the kind of gathering where one needs to point that out.
This is not what needs saying.

Israel—A Spiritual

Center

In conclusion, let me once more answer very briefly the question:
Can Israel perform the functions of spiritual center for Jewry? That
question is hardly good English. There is no article before "spiritual
center." It all depends on what article you fill in. If you say "the functions of the spiritual center for Jewry," the question is downright absurd, and the answer is clearly: No. Most Israelis would not in their
boldest dreams wish to be the spiritual center for Jewry. There are lots
of other things they wish for much more. Only for fund-raising purposes
may it be important to suggest that the Hebrew University is the spiritual center. On the other hand, if you ask whether Israel can perform
the functions of a spiritual center for Jewry — one among others — the
answer is clearly: Yes.
About both this question, concerning spiritual centers, and the one
about nationalities in the State of Israel, and a very large number of
questions, I am a pluralist. A lot of our troubles come from a misguided
attempt to harp on some one thing and say this is the question, this is
the center.
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MARSHALL SKLARE
We have just heard three significant presentations, each of which
represents a highly personal response to some of the questions on our
agenda. My response will also be personal, but the emphasis will be
on a sociological rather than on an autobiographical perspective.
I fear that I have been placed in an ambiguous situation by those
who have invited me, for I suspect that they wanted a card-carrying
Zionist on the program of this afternoon. Am I therefore charged with
the task of defending the honor of the Zionist movement? One's natural
inclination is to flee from any such task, in fact to overcompensate by
denouncing Zionist organizations. One wishes to do so not only because
one should criticize what one is a part of, but because one can do the
most expert job of criticizing what one knows best. However, I shall
try to avoid either denouncing or praising; I shall try to confine my
task to analyzing.
Several of the questions of our agenda refer to the role, contributions,
and future of Zionist organizations. My perspective on Zionist organizations is in part a function of my view about Jewish organizations
generally. My view about such organizations is that they are good. My
view is at times even more extreme than that, for in my most liberal
moments I even feel that those organizations with which I disagree,
or to which I feel alien, are examples of the expression: "Also this is
for the good." Thus I am capable of feeling that Jewish country clubs
are for the good. Even the American Council for Judaism has at one
time or another evoked the same feeling in me, although this organization places an unreasonable burden on one's sense of liberality.
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A Voluntary

Community

I am persuaded in such views by the fact that we are a voluntaristic
community. While family ties and clique networks are the foundations
of such a community, nevertheless it is extremely dependent for its
existence on the voluntary association — what is called in general terminology the organization. Without these voluntary associations there is
no community. Therefore, a Zionist organization is good because it is
a Jewish voluntary association. But it is more than good; it is very
good. It is very good because it is an association with a "positive" Jewish commitment (the term "positive" presents such manifold problems
that I shall not attempt to define it today). However, to the student of
organizations such associations are never unambiguously very good. An
organization, for example, may become dysfunctional. Some feel that
Zionist organizations can be so described.
One aspect of dysfunctionality is that the organization is superfluous — that it does not contribute anything "positive" to communal
functioning or to ethnic group cohesion. Its ideological decline may be
mirrored by a physical decline: its old members die, its middle-aged
members turn to other associations, and it does not recruit new members. Are Zionist organizations in this situation? Not quite. They retain a hold on a certain group and they even find some new recruits.
If they were to disappear their members would not readly find a home
in other Jewish associations. The single possible exception are those
individuals who belong to religious Zionist organizations.
Another aspect of dysfunctionality is contraproductivity. When an
organization prevents or discourages (either by intent or in some indirect, unanticipated, or unwanted way) the fulfillment of objectives
for which the organization stands, then it may be deemed contraproductive. Three possibilities of such contraproductivity come to mind in
respect to Zionist organizations. One is that the organization serves to
limit or decrease potential political support for Israel; the second is that
the organization may limit or decrease economic support for Israel;
and the third, that it may limit or decrease aliyah. Do Zionist organizations limit political support, economic assistance, or aliyah? I think
not. However, they might have done so if the policy of the State of
Israel had been to put all their eggs in the Zionist basket. But Israel
created, stimulated, or supported the development of a variety of instrumentalities designed to mobilize aliyah, political and economic support, and a variety of other types of connection between it and the
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Golah. As we might expect Zionist organizations have been unhappy
with this policy; they have tended to place responsibility for their difficulties on the development of these new instrumentalities. But certainly Israeli policy has been justified in its general thrust.
If Zionist organizations are not dysfunctional—either in the sense of
being superfluous or contraproductive — it must be said that they have
not been in the vanguard of efforts being made in the Jewish community to insure Jewish survival. (Ital. ours—Ed.) Now it might be contended that a good Zionist should have nothing to do with efforts geared
to Jewish survival in the Golah. But this outlook has not been the view
of American Zionists. Yet in spite of the fact that American Zionists do
not negate the Golah, they are not in the vanguard of efforts aimed at
Jewish survival.

Jewish Education

Not

Zionist-Sponsored

T o illustrate this point, let us take the case of Jewish education, especially education on the elementary and secondary school level, and more
specifically, the phenomenon of the Jewish day school. In terms of
Jewish survival this is perhaps one of the most interesting and significant efforts that has been made aimed at insuring such survival. Yet
while individual Zionists have played an important role in this effort,
Zionist organizations have not. The Jewish day school should have been
the preeminent Zionist contribution to American Jewish life. Such
schools involve self-segregation and who should be more self-segregationist than Zionists? But peculiarly enough the American Zionist movement has not been very segregationist and, furthermore, it has never
promulgated a distinctive vision of an American Jewish future. In sum,
if we examine one of the most significant survivalistic efforts in the
American Jewish community, we find that it has not been Zionist-sponsored. The American Zionist movement differs in this respect from
Zionism in Poland before and after World War I, and it also differs
from Zionism in Latin America at the present moment as well as in
the recent past.
Finally, let me turn to the events of May-June, 1967. One of the
questions on our agenda is whether the reaction to these events differed
in kind, if not in degree, as between Zionists and non-Zionists. I do not
believe that there was a difference in kind. T o make this statement is
not to denigrate the Zionist idea or the efforts of the Zionist organizations. Rather, this statement is a kind of tribute to the place which
Israel has assumed in the consciousness of the contemporary Jew. I am
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prepared to maintain that the response to Israel was a response to ourselves as Jews (which is another way of saying that it constituted a
response to ourselves as human beings) and that Israel could function
that way because it has assumed the role of being the quintessence of
Jewishness, the brand plucked from the fire, and the hope for a better
tomorrow.

Peculiar

American-Jewish

Response

Certainly we already know that there are some very peculiar things
about the American-Jewish response. You heard, as I did, Jews talking
during this past winter about the difficulty of getting reservations for
Miami Beach and the Caribbean resorts. Certainly Miami Beach this
year should have been one vast desert, one vast Negev you might say,
with all Jews wanting to see the miracle in Israel, and straining the
resources of El Al to the utmost and of TWA as well. But while there
was some increase in tourism to Israel, I am assured by those who know
that all Jewish resorts in the south, and all resorts in the Caribbean
that have a Jewish clientele, did very well this winter. Many of the very
people who had fantasized going to Israel to fight (you all heard the
fantasies of older individuals during June: "If I was 30 years younger
I would have gone to fight") did not bother to visit. I think such fantasies were sincere (of course fantasies always are). How is it, then,
that individuals who had these fantasies (and of course American Jews
manifested their support in many real ways as well) did not rush to
Israel to see what miracles had been wrought there?

Danger of Second Holocaust
It seems to me that the response to the events of May-June — only
one incongruous aspect of which I have touched upon — suggests that
it was not a response to Israel in the conventional sense, but rather a
response to the events of Jewish history from the 1930s onward. The
response must be understood in light of the fact that American Jews,
by fortunate circumstance, have been exempt from this cataclysmic
history. The crisis in Israel brought to the forefront of consciousness
the possibility of a repetition of that history — the possibility of another holocaust. Like the first Holocaust —in which American Jewry
was exempt not by virtue of any special nobility on its part, but rather
by pure happenstance — another holocaust would have meant that again
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the American Jew would miraculously escape harm. If we have the
problem of justifying our escape from the first holocaust, the least that
we can do is make the gesture of helping to prevent the second one;
at the very minimum such a gesture will indicate that some good purpose was served in our being spared. Thus we support Israel as much
out of a desire to preserve our feeling of self-worth as anything else.
(Ital. ours—Ed.)
Furthermore, we support Israel to protect our sense of meaning.
Israel created meaning, for it meant that out of the destruction of the
holocaust something new, clean, and good was born. Thus, Israel protected our sense of meaning in a world which assaulted any sense of
meaning which the Jew might have. Israel's destruction, then, would
involve the destruction of meaning. Hitler, whom we thought to be
dead and conquered, would be alive again; the final victory would be
his. By upsetting our sense of meaning, a new holocaust would have
plunged American Jewry into total anomie. From this perspective, Israel
had to be supported as never before. Her destruction would have meant
our end as an American Jewry, for we could not survive such a complete loss of meaning.
This, then, is in my view what happened to the American Jew during the crisis of May-June, 1967. If correct, the lack of a revolution in
Jewish life in the United States should be expected. Only if events in
Israel had taken an unfavorable turn, might we have expected a transvaluation of values. But such a transvaluation would have been in a
negative, rather than a positive, direction. Since such a transvaluation
might well have induced the kind of pessimistic mood about the future
of being Jewish which we in the United States have not encountered,
there is consolation in the fact that no immediate revolution in Jewish
life has taken place.
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DISCUSSION
DANIEL MANN 1 : This morning we heard a critique of synagogues
and a reply which said in effect, "Those of us inside the synagogue can
double and triple that critique; we would welcome your coming in and
helping us solve the problem." This afternoon there was some discussion about whether the Zionists are ready for criticism. The fact is that
Zionists criticize themselves and Israel even more than people who say
they are not Zionists. However, we have to be very cautious when criticism extends to the areas of Israeli defense, security and foreign policy.
Furthermore, we cannot expect Israel to be what we think Judaism is,
and we cannot expect Israel to carry out our own personal philosophies.
From my understanding of Jewish history, for example, I don't think
that pacifism as an 'ism' is part of the Jewish tradition. Peace with
freedom and justice, on the other hand, is a different proposition.
RABBI WOLFE KELMAN 2 : I must confess that I feel confused
when I hear members of the Jewish Establishment, like Rabbi Eugene
Borowitz, complain of the difficulties in criticizing Israel. Israel has
been amply criticized, and given generous publicity, the criticism has
sometimes confused public opinion. An experience that I had this summer will illustrate the point. The New York Times last July published
a letter by a distinguished Christian Bible scholar about the war and the
Jerusalem issue. He showed anything but understanding of the Israeli
case and of Jewish concern. We wondered how he came to write this
kind of letter. He replied that he read in the New York Times on and
off much sharper criticism of Israel by members of the rabbinate and
the Jewish laity. I must admit that he was correct on all issues except
Jerusalem.
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1 am sorry that Mr. Goodman did not accept the grant. Had he
gone to Israel, he would not have spoken of the triumphant arrogance
of Israelis riding tanks. Never before, I believe, has an army behaved
with such understanding and with such probity towards a hostile population. A book has recently appeared — Si'ah Lohamim — which records
the experience of Israeli soldiers, members of the kibbutzim, and their
reaction during and after the war. It is a rare human document. It
confirms something of which we boasted but have not been convinced —
namely, that the Jew is different. The compassion, the soul searching
of these valorous defenders, but reluctant soldiers, is without precedent.
DR. YEHUDA BAUER 3 : Zionism is, in fact, a national movement.
Most of Africa has become independent. Surely the Jews are entitled
to the same. What Mr. Goodman said or implied — that we live in a
world of brotherhood and should throw ourselves open to the Arabs,
and trust that they will be persuaded by this spectacular gesture. We
are living in 1968, however, not on a remote planet. By the way, I too
disagree with my government's policy on the Arab question, and this
does not make me anti-Israel. Israel is an open forum of opinion. Nonetheless, with all my criticism of my government's policy, I wish that all
nations in the world treated their minorities the way we treat the Arabs.
What hope have we for peace in the world unless each nation has the
opportunity to express itself? Jewish intellectuals are afflicted with an
illness called alienation; one of its symptoms is their contention that
Jewish tradition is against nationalism. I respect this view, but I have
heard it so many times that I know it by heart, and once the argument
is begun, I know what the next sentence will be. I shudder at the
thought that the same thing has been said for decades — twenty, thirty
and fifty years ago — and is still repeated today. May I also add that
essential issues must not be considered in the abstract; there is nothing
more precarious than applying generalities to specific situations.
NATHANIEL HESS*: I am distressed by Mr. Goodman's remarks.
He alleged Israeli military boastfulness. Did he hear or read the speech
delivered by Ambassador Rabin on accepting an honorary degree from
the Hebrew University while still in uniform, as Chief of Staff, after
the Six-Day War? Was that a militarist's speech?
1 Daniel Mann is executive director of the Labor Zionist Organization of America.
2 Rabbi Wolfe Kelman is executive vice-president of the Rabbinical Assembly.
S Yehuda Bauer is senior lecturer at the Institute of Contemporary Jewish History,
Hebrew University, Jerusalem.
* Nathaniel Hess is chairman of the Israel Affairs Committee of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations.
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GOODMAN: I'll be very brief in what I have to say. I think Professor Kaufmann will more or less agree though we won't have to answer
the same points, because we are making very much the same points. In
the first place, I find a little offensive the notion of knowing Jewish
tradition, etc. You know, I have my Jewish tradition and you have
your Jewish tradition and possibly the Jewish tradition has shaped my
life as much as your Jewish tradition has shaped your life. It's very
important to understand that. Now, the question that was asked had
to do with Israel as a spiritual, the or a spiritual center, and if we're
talking of Israel as a spiritual center, there are certain elements in the
Jewish tradition which obviously have to be transcended. It's very difficult to read the Old Testament without seeing the city sacked and
someone assaulted, etc. In other words, it's like the goyim, and it is not
in the civilizing influence of those passages in the Jewish tradition which
make one proud to be a Jew. On the other hand, if we ask about Jewish
pacifism, I think the model for pacifism in the world has been Isaiah
and some parts of the Christian gospel, which is one of our prophetic
documents, as Buber insisted and who could deny it. The lion will lie
down with the lamb, etc., is by no means antithetical to Jewish tradition and if you're going to ask for a spiritual center, it isn't a center
that will consider what to do in the crucial tactical problems, how to get
through the next six months, or how to get through the next year. It
will consider where you are tending. Now then, the question comes in
as to what really constitutes one's self-defense. The fact is that in the
Negro ghettos here, and I think also in the Middle East, self-defense
might have been different from its application over the years. When you
haven't done the right thing, year in and year out, you're stuck. We
ought to have taken Germany into the League of Nations, we ought to
have allowed the Germans to trade with the Russians. We did not, and
after a while we had Hitler and were dealing with Hitler. The question
is whether the defense against Hitler should not have been determined
from the Versailles Treaty onwards. We were talking of Israel's course
over twenty years and during those twenty years the Israelis missed the
boat. They persistently missed the boat. You say it was hard for them
not to miss the boat, I know that, it's been impressed on me by people
who would know. Nevertheless, you have to struggle; otherwise you
get deeper and deeper into the muck.
Now let's talk about nationalism. I have no objection to nationalism, I think nationalism is a wonderful thing, I'm a pluralist, like Professor Kaufmann, and I think national identities are one way of finding
yourself in the world and growing and then coming to be a universalist,
etc. But you must distinguish between nationalism and state, and state
has never meant anything in the history of modern confines, it has never
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meant anything except military might. Now, let us take Gandhi, since
his name was mentioned. Gandhi led a national liberation movement,
he felt that there would be less of a shambles if it were done by a nonviolent confrontation, but he also believed in non-violent confrontation
in the long run. It is not the truth that he believed in it to attain
India's national liberation, because Gandhi's position was the following: As soon as we attain national liberation, we must not create a state,
because a state is going to mean an army and an army is finally going
to mean things like atom bombs. Therefore, he said, as soon as we
attain independence from the British, the next step is to open the
Chinese frontier and go over to China and say, look, we are friends;
thousands of Indians would be killed if they did that, he knew that, but
not millions which is what is going to happen, and possibly there could
be a movement toward peace, because this was the great India he wanted.
Now, clearly this was what Buber had in mind, a state. It might be a
necessary transitional thing, but you don't pride yourself on it. You
regard it as a horror. Statehood is a horror, whereas nationalism is fine,
you know, it's one of the human experiences. Now exactly what happened to Gandhi is what happened to Buber, namely those people who
were state-crazy immediately put them down. Now it really is necessary
to understand that the reason you heard the same remarks twenty years
ago, and ten years ago and five years ago is — you never listened to it.
You never heard it once right.
PROF. SKLARE: Well, I shall be very brief, ladies and gentlemen.
I have found this afternoon's exercise very interesting both personally
and professionally, because what we have seen here, I think, is how
easy it is for us to project on to Israel our own aspirations, our own
feelings, and to then call a halt or become critical when that projection and the Israeli reality is not one and the same thing. I suppose it
is very good that Jews do so project, because without such projection
we would be in a very difficult situation, Israel would be much less
meaningful than it is. The fact that we take the trouble and time for
such projection is perhaps all to the good. But it does, I think, skew
the discussion somewhat, because it gets us away from what really should
be the central problem which we must confront, and here I speak on a
more personal level then I did before, namely what demand Israel
makes on ourselves as Jews, and to me the demand is rather severe. I
do not think that we have confronted it because the demand, as I see
it, is that it shows us the possibility of leading a better, finer, indeed
higher Jewish life than we are capable of leading in the Golah. And
however one conceives of that, from a religious perspective or from a
more secular perspective, I think that that demand is there, we would
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sometimes like to twist it and stress the demand that we place on Israel,
but Israel in a sense, to me, places its own burden on us and that burden
is very severe, because we try to demonstrate that life in the Golah can
Jewishly surpass life in Israel. That, I think, is impossible and that, I
think, is the enormous challenge of Israel.
PROF. KAUFMANN: In Jerusalem in 1962-63,1 lived three minutes'
walk from Martin Buber. We often talked about these things. In all
kinds of situations, including the situation in Israel, it is well to keep
in mind that in the present situation the options at hand are likely to
be limited. Yet it is not necessarily a futile exercise to go back in
imagination and to ask whether opportunities were missed. Buber felt
very strongly that some opportunities had been missed in the past.
Now one can simply become a grouch — and I'm not alluding to
Buber here — senile and bitter and no use to anybody. That way, one
always says: Well, if only they had taken my advice then! That is an
exercise in futility. But it can be fruitful to ask oneself: Did we somewhere make choices that were not good ones? In the case of the Vietnam war, I think this doesn't need belaboring; it is so clear.
When one finds on going back that in some places one took the wrong
turn, that one made some major mistakes, then it is well to ask oneself
whether, at the risk of great inconvenience, something might not be
done here and now by way of making a fresh start. Just as some of us
feel that in the Vietnam war it is not too late to make a fresh start and
to try, to the extent to which it is possible, to retrace our steps, so also,
if one were to find that Israel had made some unfortunate choices and
missed some great opportunities in the past, something might still be
done about that.
I fully realize that many people in Israel think along these lines.
Nevertheless, one of the things that has emerged this afternoon is that
a lot of people are terribly thin-skinned and don't like to raise such
questions of principle.
RABBI BOROWITZ:
I am almost of the opinion that the discussion ought to begin here.
One of the things that has interested me this afternoon is the way in
which we have tried to carry out from our various points of view the
function of intelligent criticism and an intelligent discussion. Perhaps
the best answer to what I said, and some of the things which have been
raised here, is the fact that the session itself took place.
On the other hand, I also have the impression that there are a good
many people in the audience who seem to be thinking that it's been
kind of a wasted afternoon. What good did it do for the State of Israel,
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and really, what kind of exchange did take place? Certainly, I think,
maybe we had a few too many speakers, since it would have been interesting to know what some of the other members of the audience were
thinking.
I think it's important, in relation to the question of criticism, to see
from what position one criticizes. If we had time, it would be nice to
know to what extent the criticism either of Mr. Goodman or Prof.
Kaufmann comes out of a specially Jewish basis, out of the word Jew
insofar as it associates them with the Jewish people, or is the word Jew
simply another way of being sensitized to the word man, and that this
comes from the highest possible standard of which man is capable. The
question is whether one always has to criticize the State of Israel in
terms of general human situations and whether or not there are certain
special considerations which come in as being part of the Jewish people
and being part of that community. Mind you, I am arguing that the
specific Jewish ethnic obligations require greater criticism, not less criticism, that the specific identity with the Jewish people is not a reason
for criticizing the Jews less, but quite precisely because I have known
you among all the nations of the earth, therefore you have to be criticized more.
That, I think, has to do with the issue of projecting our illusion on
the State of Israel. Now it is one thing if I as a man project my illusion
on the state of Israel, another if I do so as a member of the Jewish
people, and theoretically, we as Jews, as a Jewish people, have a certain
image and ideal and goal; so it is no longer a projection of illusion,
but a discussion which we mutually undertake of what the Jewish
people is and where it ought to be going.
I identified myself quite clearly, from the beginning, with the Jewish people in terms of its covenant relationship with God. And when I
use the word "our," I use the word in the same sense as the Lord our
God is used. But he is also our God, in a very special and unique sense,
from an obvious historical point of view and from the way that we have
associated ourselves with him since the beginning. When I said it was
our Jerusalem, I didn't mean it was not anybody else's Jerusalem. I
meant that all of a sudden the Jerusalem which we hadn't somehow
connected with our personal existence and in terms of our Jewish
ethnicity in this covenant sense of mine, suddenly became real. I do not
see, therefore, a real contradiction between my particularism and that
kind of universalistic understanding.
But one thing, I think, the Bible has taught me, and that is that we
do not live in the time of Adam. Now I think it is a marvelous thing
that Mr. Goodman wants to return to the primal state, but there is that
angel with that sword, and he's not a pacifist. And that is our difficulty.
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We have been driven into history and the sign of that history is the
revolving sword. It is all very well and good to say that Ghandi's hope
was that after India had been freed the Indians would cross over to
China and say, "We are your friends," and that the Chinese might have
killed thousands but they wouldn't have killed millions. Of course they
would have killed millions for ideological reasons which render persons
unimportant. Killing millions is the business of humanity in our time.
And if we don't know that that's the kind of history that we live in,
what kind of history do we live in?
Now I have great admiration for people who live in the Adamic
state. But people who live in the Adamic state are, in my Jewish experience, quite precisely involved with all of the problems of trying to
force the end. It's a quite delightful idea to bring the Messiah in our
time, and to be his herald is after all every Jew's dream. But until
Elijah himself appears, and until that heavenly trumpet sounds, and
until you can open your door and look down the street and see that
peace and justice prevail, this is no time to try to be Adam. It is precisely what the Torah tells us, it is time to be a son of Abraham, one
who joins in the covenant of Sinai, in a hope to bring in the midst of
that history — which involves real power and real people and real
temptations and real difficulties — the kind of peace and justice which
needs to be brought. And if there is a covenant meaning to the State
of Israel, it is because that covenant dream of the theo-political reality
needs to become as real in the State of Israel as in any other place, but
even more so. That is precisely what covenant reality means.
Now it seems to me that that is such a big, such a broad issue, it
probably puts me in the category of those who are Messianic, because
I believe the state ought to be somehow concerned with that Messianic
goal. But it is just exactly where national security is involved that you
must criticize. Because that's exactly where the Fascist tells you you
must keep quiet. I mean the perfect excuse for killing criticism is
national security. Then that is exactly the time at which you must
feel free to open your mouth. And that is precisely, therefore, the difficulty that we have. And I find it rather ingenuous — the last word I
thought I would have used of Rabbi Wolfe Kelman —to suggest that
after all in the Establishment we do have criticism.
It is one thing to say that we complain when our self-interests are
involved. It is another thing to say that any major Jewish organization
has encouraged within its ranks a thoughtful discussion of the pros and
cons of its relationship to the State of Israel. I thought it was quite an
interesting and worthwhile and significant departure that we are having
this session. But we shall see exactly how satisfied we are that the ses66

sion has produced what it has produced, namely, intense, sensitive, concerned, intellectual, and thoughtful difference of opinion.
Now at one time, apparently, it was possible in the Jewish community, even on critical matters — you get my reference — to have debate
and discussion. It is not so easy any more. Of course our heart is in the
State of Israel. Of course we are deeply concerned and deeply involved.
Of course we have deeply been affected. Let me then speak for my people
when I say that, whoever they may be. But we need to be able to express that in the same thoughtful, intelligent way in which we do on
almost any other matter of our intellectual and cultural experience.
That was my point in bringing it up. However, it should not be, from
my point of view, the concluding or the major point of this discussion.
But rather that the covenant reality is significant, is lasting, and that it
was affirmed last June in a way which was quite critical, and not only on
the ethnic level. This is no time to discuss the issue of whether or not
revelation took place last June. On that subject I shall furnish Professor Kaufmann with what I have written, rather than take your time.
RABBI MORDECAI WAXMAN*:
The assignment I was given was to summarize, and clearly that's not
a very easy task, and I'm not sure that I would be in the very least successful. I should say first that we're all very grateful to the participants
in the panel today for their thoughtful presentations. It's clearly necessary to have a critical analysis of our relationship to the State of Israel
and to the phenomenon of Israel, and eminently desirable that it be an
ongoing discussion as the State of Israel is an ongoing matter, and history
changes and circumstances change — clearly, points of view ought to
change as well. And we're all profoundly benefited by initiating a discussion which is capable of leaving some impact upon us and stimulating thought.
During the course of the discussion this afternoon, much more than
this morning, I was reminded of an experience I had some years ago
when I stepped on a scale to weigh myself and found I weighed 2,700
pounds. I was a little appalled. I stepped on another scale and found
I weighed 37 pounds. I was equally appalled. Finally I stepped on a
third scale and discovered I weighed about 170 pounds. Now this took
place at the planetarium. The first time, of course, I was weighing myself on Planet Jupiter, the second time on the moon, the third time here
on earth. It became relatively clear as we heard the discussions that
the point of view that was expressed depended on the world in which
* Rabbi Waxman, past National Chairman of the AHCEI, is rabbi of Temple Israel,
Great Neck, New York; a member of the Executive Council of the Rabbinical Assembly; author of a book on the Conservative movement, "Tradition and Change."
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you were weighing yourself Mr. Goodman had one world in which
he weighed himself, the bulk of the people here I think had another,
and Professor Kaufmann was somewhere intermediate between the two
in terms of the two polarizations. I should say that this morning, two
of the participants, Rabbis Greenberg and Siegel, weighed themselves
in the world which most of us seem to share, and Dr. Knox was slightly,
not considerably, on another scale. It's very clear that there are a series
of scales that we ought to consider. But we ought to consider them, it
seems to me, with some degree of clarity about what's involved. Because Mr. Goodman's, whose remarks I found extremely interesting, is
not my scale, I asked myself the question whether we were at all in the
same world and despite the fact that I know he passed through a Jewish
world and experienced some of it at the University of Chicago, where I
experienced some of it too, it seemed to me that perhaps he was speaking almost from a Christological point of view vis-a-vis the Jewish
people.
The bulk of us, I think, by this time take it for granted that we are
Jews and don't really have to validate it, but we want Judaism to be
as good an experience as possible. Mr. Goodman seems to feel that the
Jewish people are still on trial and that it has to justify its existence,
in his terms. Now, he may well represent a very considerable spectrum
of the intellectual Jewish population, but most of us no longer feel
that the Jew is on trial. I say it's Christological because it starts with
the notion of man as sinner, now needing to justify himself, whereas
the Jewish position is, essentially, Man is here, he's involved, enmeshed
in the troubles of existence, and he should make of himself as good a
man as he conceivably can.
The approach may be very considerably different, depending on how
you look at similar experiences — and I think it's something that we
have to take into account — but the end may not be very different. Again,
because Mr. Goodman represents polarization, because by saying the
negative I'm affirming the positive, I'd like to suggest that there are
fantasies in history too. The reference to Gandhi took me, because
Gandhi was cogent for me in 1939, when I read an article that he wrote
in the then Liberty magazine, in which he counseled the Jews of Europe to meet the degradations they were experiencing by passive resistance. Of course he spoke out of his own experience. He said that if
all the Indians spat at one time, they could drown all the British in
India. Now that's non-violence, granted — when you have 400 million
people who are ready to spit at one time it's another sort of non-violence
than when you have a few survivors hanging on to the bare fringe of
existence. And this, it seems to me, is something that we have to bear
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in mind in evaluating Mr. Goodman's point of view and all the variations of it which come along.
Let me mention one other anecdote. I had the experience recently
in my own synagogue of discovering the solution to the great talis
(prayer shawl) mystery which has haunted synagogue officials for a
long time. Why did the talis get knotted up, and why do its fringes
and all the fringe benefits disappear with the talis? Well, I found out.
I was walking up the stairs to a Sabbath morning Bar Mitzvah service —
and two young men walking ahead of me were clearly visitors about to
attend the Bar Mitzvahs. One said to the other, "You know, this is a
Conservative synagogue." And the other said, "Well, what's the difference?" The first one said, "Well, here they wear a talis." And the
other one said, "So what?' — "So when you get bored, you make knots
in the talis." This solved the question of what happens to the talis.
But it also indicated, it seemed to me, something that is current in
Jewish life and that was reflected here, that in some way we've taken
the original Jewish garment and knotted it up and everyone has a knot
in the talis.
Some people are willing to tolerate — and this became fairly clear
in the discussion — certain unfortunate things perhaps because they
want the talis, while others will knot the talis u p very early. Now Dr.
Knox, for example, will begin knotting the Israeli talis up when it departs in some measure from his Socialist prophetism. The rabbis involved this morning are willing to go further so long as they can find a
peoplehood quality in the Israeli experience or the Jewish experience,
and the religious quality. Mr. Goodman will knot the talis up when
it begins to depart from the series of standards, and very fine standards,
which he's laid down.
And Professor Kaufmann also will take it just so far; beyond that,
his antipathy to nationalism comes to the fore and, of course, Dr. Sklare
and Rabbi Borowitz share more nearly in what I characterize as the
rabbinic point of view.
One thing has been left out of this, it seems to me. The general
Jewish population today is not yesterday's mass Jew, it's today's middleclass synagogue-oriented Jew in this country who is reacting both to the
Holocaust and to the existence of Israel. He is, I would suggest to you,
Dr. Sklare, also reacting — at least I notice in a community like mine —
by making a trip to Israel this year in much greater numbers than ever
before, and coming back moved and inspired, not because the situation
moves and inspires him very much as because he's bringing the inspiration to it. You know, when you go to the Wall, it is the Kotel
Maaravi (Western Wall) only if you bring something to it; otherwise
it's simply an ordinary wall.
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The average Jew perhaps is reacting atavistically, emotionally, semitheologically. It seems to me that this Jew is saying that this Israeli
experience has meaning on a level of his existence and he brings it back
here and is willing to do something about it in terms of commitment to
the Jewish community. Now I think the whole thing has to be intellectualized, discussed, and analyzed.
After all the analyses and criticism, the American Jews, and a great
many other Jews, feel something about what happens in Israel. It represents a wrapping up of 1,900 years of a people's dream and aspirations. And so, even in its inception, it represents not the wrapping up
of the moral inheritance, not the wrapping up of the moral goal, but it
nonetheless represents the beginning or at least the possibility of history
reversing itself over the course of the centuries and achieving a certain
fulfillment. People didn't expect to see this happening to us in an age
in which history seems to repeat itself over and over again. In short, it
represents the point of view which the sages expressed so beautifully, that
the Judaism the world has not yet created, man has created.
CHAIRMAN: Every controversy which is engaged in for the sake of
heaven shall have salutary results. And I think we have that kind of
a controversy here this afternoon. Rabbi Waxman talked about wrapping ourselves in a talis. I think that as I call up our last speaker, Mr.
Elie Wiesel, I feel like suggesting that all of us put on our taleisim,
because every time Mr. Wiesel comes into our midst, I always feel as if
we're in a moment of devotion. So, Mr. Wiesel, will you come and give
us some last remarks.
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ELIE WIESEL
My situation is somewhat peculiar. I am the only speaker who is
neither a rabbi nor a professor. Yet I am replacing Abraham Joshua
Heschel who is both.
Also, I have listened carefully to those who preceded me this afternoon and found their presentations both enlightening and provocative.
Thus, whatever I could say has already been said. All I can do, then,
is repeat some remarks that have already been made and imbue them
with my own experience, my own nigun, relevant only to me alone.
I have read the questions handed to me at the entrance and found
them impossible to answer. They are the same I have been confronted
with since last June, and on a much higher level, on an almost transcendental level, since 1945. Are they related to the same events? I do
not know. But I do know that both events resulted in the same need
for questioning.
Has the Six-Day-War produced a change in my Weltanschauung? Yes.
I would even go further and say that the change was total, for it involved my very being both as a person and as a Jew. It may sound
corny, but it is true. The war, especially what preceded it, emerged as
a watershed in my life. I became a child again, astonished and vulnerable, threatened by nightmare.

Children of the Holocaust
When the crisis erupted, during the latter part of May, I had the
feeling of having witnessed it once before. Remember: 100,000 Egyptians moved into Sinai, and the whole world knew it. Nasser closed the
Straits of Tiran, and everybody knew that he sought to strangle Israel.
Algeria sent fighter-planes, Kuwait sent tanks, the whole Arab world
mobilized and Israel was left alone.
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Remember: Nasser spoke of total war. Ahmed Shukairy told foreign newsmen that his next press conference would take place in Tel
Aviv. Ready for invasion, the Arab armies had precise battle-orders —
what cities to occupy first and what Kibbutzim to destroy. Their plans
were not secret. Broadcast over radio and television, printed on front
pages, day after day, hour after hour, everybody everywhere couldn't
but realize that the threat was real. And the whole world kept silent.
The only help Abba Eban could get from De Gaulle was some advice or an unofficial request, not to start the hostilities, to wait and see.
Johnson was not much better. He too advocated patience. Had any
great power kept its commitments, Israel wouldn't have gone to war.
But none did. Thus Israel felt abandoned, if not betrayed. When the
Cabinet in Jerusalem heard Eban's report on his talks with Western
leaders, it had to draw the inescapable conclusion: they want to impose
another Munich upon us.
As for the United Nations, you remember the long and futile speeches
in the Security Council—the arrogance of the Arabs, the falsehoods of
the Russians, the hypocrisies of the so-called neutrals. Israel's right to
live in peace — or simply to live — was put in question, and the supreme
international body went along with it. So, whether we wanted it or not,
a parallel was drawn with the Holocaust-era: all Jews had suddenly again
become children of the Holocaust.
What Professor Marshal Sklare said about the American Jew is, in
my view, absolutely correct. The positive reaction of the American Jew
to the Six-Day War is related to the Holocaust. His guilt feelings were
so deeply rooted, and so deeply justified, that he could not behave differently if he did not want to diminish himself in his own eyes and in
the eyes of his children. Every Jew in America must have thought,
"What will I answer my children twenty years from now if catastrophe
strikes Israel now?"

Awaiting

Doomsday

I remember: during the three-week tension-period, between May 15
and June 5, I repeatedly made up my mind that if war breaks out, I
must go and be part of it. I am not an Israeli, I am what you may call
cosmopolitan, in the real sense of the word. I am an American who
writes in French and whom everyone else takes for an Israeli. I knew
that my place was there, in Israel. And permit me to tell you a secret:
in those days of anguish and doubt, I did not believe that Israel would
win. On the contrary, I thought we would all lose that war. I thought:
this will be our last war. The end of our march to eternity. I thought:
the Zohar is perhaps right; that which aims to be too pure has appa72

rently no place in a sinful world. That is why Martin Luther King was
killed. Certain pure souls cannot endure too long. And the Israeli experience is for all of us, and for the whole world, much too beautiful,
an elan much too fervent, for it to last: the world would erase and
extirpate it, sooner or later. Thus I said to myself — and don't take it
for bravado, I am no hero — I do not want to live in a world marked by
Israel's absence. I was not the only one to say it. Raymond Aron, the
great French sociologist, said it in a front-page editorial in Le Figaro:
"If Israel is to disappear, I do not wish to survive." If Raymond Aron,
formerly assimilated, thought so, what should I have thought? I, the
former Yeshiva Bokher, shared his fear. Like him, I thought this to be
the end and I wanted to be part of that end.
On the plane to Israel, during the war, I met a friend of mine,
Andre Schwartz-Bart. He too was motivated by the same conviction,
that we were heading toward a re-enactment of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising; and he wanted to be on the inside.
But the tragedy did not occur. We have all been saved. Had Israel
lost the war, we would have all been doomed. We simply could not have
gone through another catastrophe — two catastrophes would have been
too much for one generation. The Jewish people would have survived
for centuries to come even if Israel hadn't been established in 1948.
But now that Israel is here, our people are linked to it to the point that
it could not survive its disappearance.

The Human Condition—the Jewish

Condition

Speaking of Israel, I believe its establishment helped the world no
less than it helped the Jewish people. Remember: there was so much
bitterness, so much anger in the survivors — ghetto fighters, partisans
and former camp-inmates — betrayed and humiliated by all men and all
ideals, there was so much violence in them that they could have, would
have set the whole world on fire, perhaps rightly so. Had it not been
for the appeal, the Messianic appeal, of Israel's renaissance which rechanneled their anger, who knows what they would have done? Israel
transformed their bitterness into belief. Israel made it possible for them
to turn nihilism into faith, hate into fraternal fidelity. Israel, then,
helped the world to survive. In other words, the Jewish people as such
could have maintained its form of existence even without Israel for
another couple of years or generations, but not so the other nations.
However, once established, Israel became an act of history and of conscience, irreversible and irrevocable in nature. T o destroy it, to let it
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be destroyed, would have meant the end of an affirmation, the end of
hope, the end of our history which we have shaped both as Jews and
human beings, and I refuse to make a distinction between Jew and
human being. I deny anyone the right to say that a Jew cannot define
himself as a human being simply by assuming his Jewish condition:
whoever forces such choice upon us, denies its validity. By choosing
even retroactively to take upon myself my Jewishriess, I affirm my human condition. Thus the end of Israel would mean to me the end of
man.
For the Six-day War had more than practical implications. And here
comes the question: was it simply another episode, a spasm of contemporary history soon to be forgotten, or was it something else, more
complex and less rational?
I have listened to the answers this afternoon. I learned a lot thanks
to the ability and eloquence of the speakers, and to their sense of commitment. Some are contradictory — so what? Judaism accepts and even
calls for plurality. Judaism can even afford those saying "no" to what
it teaches. El, in Hebrew, means God. The word contains two letters,
ale] and lamed. T u r n them around and you will get lo, which means:
no. God can afford people saying "no" to him.
Yet what I find upsetting since the June war is this: it seems that
Israel has to ask for forgiveness from foe and friend alike for having
won the war, for having survived. People forget that this war was
forced upon Israel. When the plight of Jews enters the discussion, people
tend readily to forget that the past used to be present. What happened
before is of no interest to today's judges. Who gave them the right to
judge? The Jew, throughout his existence, has been answerable to God,
while the whole world tried to substitute itself for God. For two thousand years we had to justify ourselves every day, every hour, for living.
This still goes on. We have not yet finished explaining why the Jews
lost the war in the forties — for they have lost it more than we are ready
to concede — and we are already obliged to explain why they won the
next one. We have not yet finished answering why so many Jews went
to their death without fighting, and we already have to offer reasons
why they were now such good fighters, heroes, victors.
May I tell you a story? It has to do with the Holocaust, yet it
sounds like a joke. A German officer entertained his friends by beating
up a Jew. Then he fired a blank shot at him while hitting him on the
head. The Jew fainted. Later he came to and the German officer smiled
at him and said, "You are dead and, look, we are masters of the other
world as well."
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They Have No Right to Judge Israel
For the Germans had wanted to impress the Jews that they, the
assassins, are God. Therefore they sought first to spiritually destroy the
Jewish communities and force them to become accomplices in their own
death, thus acknowledging the Germans as their Gods. The Jews resisted. Many did not resist death, but all resisted the philosophical perversion of the hangman: the Jews who were killed as "objects" died as
human beings, as Jews.
Today we seem to witness a similar phenomenon. Everyone wants
to play God to the Jewish people. Everyone sees himself fit to judge
us. And here I object and say: no. The nations that had kept silent
during the Holocaust ought to keep silent now as well. The world that
had then condemned itself by its silence has lost all right to judge
Israel now.
As for the Jews themselves, I do not know whether they can or should
criticize Israel now. The events of June 1967 seem to me beyond the
normal criteria of criticism.
I was there during and immediately after the war. I saw the soldiers, I saw the people. It is still a source of bewilderment to me —
how did they manage to fight without hate? Remember: for three weeks
they had heard nothing but poisonous incitement over Radio Damascus
and Radio Cairo and Radio Amman. The Arab leaders kept telling
them that all Jews would be massacred and their women raped. Read
the transcripts of those broadcasts and you will think that there was
something utterly wrong with the Jewish soldiers who remained human,
and even compassionate, during and after the battle.
Except for rare instances, there was no cruelty towards Arab prisoners
of war, nor was there any towards civilians. I have seen many armies;
none was more humble, more humane in its victories.
I have seen paratroopers crying before the Wall. They were sad
rather than proud. The Wall is nothing but a pile of stones, but because of those people, it was much more.
One officer told me the following story: while he and his men were
attacking the Old City, with many casualties, he encountered an Arab
who came running asking for a doctor; his wife was giving birth to a
child. For a moment the Israeli officer stopped and hesitated — and I
admire him for his hesitation — and he thought: my men are dying,
they need help, and here is an Arab whose child may perhaps, in twenty
years, kill my children . . . Yet, he decided to send a doctor to accompany the Arab.
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The War Changed Human Relations
You call it pacifism, I would prefer to call it poetry. Or Jewishness.
Or humanity. Words are so poor when they are intended to reflect
something which is beyond our comprehension. And I think that the
Six Day War is beyond our comprehension. I still do not understand
it. I still do not understand how the whole world was willing to permit
another Holocaust; nor do I understand how the Jews managed to prevent it. It is this failure to understand the event that marks the change
within me. It has changed my relationship to the world and to the
Jews: the same applies to everyone else in Israel.
Before the Six-Day War there seemed to be many schisms among
the various Jews; this is true no longer. The Yemenite Jew and the
American Jew, the Italian Jew and the Polish Jew, all now share in the
same experience, all are partners in the same destiny. Yemenite commanders, in their battle orders, told their soldiers: we will fighl^, for we
cannot afford another Auschwitz. Now you tell me: what does a
Yemenite Jew, or a Moroccan Jew know about Auschwitz? They did not
know. Now they do. Whether they have changed, nobody can tell. But
it is a fact that their relationship to each other, and even to God, has
changed.
You would like me to define these relationships, I cannot. You
would like me to reveal before you the hidden nature of these changes;
I won't. Like Professor Kaufmann I think it would be a blasphemy to
see in Israel's victory an answer to Auschwitz. Israel itself is no answer
to anything. Israel is a question, one that contains its own beauty and
continuity.
For whatever happened last year represents for me — and I hope for
you as well — a very pure moment in my life, a moment in which each
gesture became an elan, an opening towards pride and humility and,
above all, astonishment. For me then, the problem is not how to explain
it, but rather how to capture it, how to keep it alive, and make it mine.
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